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Organizer"s Handbook: 
Bringing New Cooperatives to Life 

It has been said that cooperativism is an 

economic movement that uses education; 

we can alter that definition, affirming that it 

is an educational movement that uses 

economic action. 

— Jose Maria Arizmendiarrieta, founder of the Mondragon  Cooperative Corporation
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Introduction 
Are cooperatives relevant today? 

Is a coop in every community realistic? 

How can we achieve our vision? 

Before diving into a lengthy explanation about how to organize a housing cooperative, it  would be useful to discuss 
the broader issues that  inspire students,  citizens, and activists to take action. This discussion is especially important 
for people not yet involved with cooperatives, but whom we seek to work with: aspiring coop organizers and 
participants in other movements. 

The more historically-inclined people in the cooperative movement have found that the periods when coops have 
experienced the strongest waves of development are the times when they have enjoyed widespread popular support. 
The vision of our movement is to facilitate the use of cooperatives to serve the needs and hopes of  students, 
activists, and neighbors in every community in North America. However,  coops exist in only a small percentage of 
cities and college campuses and serve a tiny fraction of the total housing market.

The main challenge related to using cooperatives as a tool for improving and building communities is one of 
education. Many of the lenders, city and university officials, and community members in an area may be unaware of 
how cooperatives can provide a learning experience, remain affordable, and be strong and responsive neighbors.   
Thus, the Preface will consider questions relating to the relevance of coops to contemporary communities, the 
barriers that organizers face in the housing market, and a strategy for widespread development.
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Are cooperatives relevant today? 
Many people today associate coops with the intentional communities of the 60s and 70s, mainly because they involve 
a group  of people intentionally living together. But the origins of cooperatives are much farther back than the 60s, and 
the methods of cooperatives as a model are very different from the methods used in most cooperatives. Another key 
issue to think about when comparing a cooperative to a commune or other form of group housing or intentional 
community is that while a coop may serve the needs and values of a specific community,  the principles of 
cooperatives can be used by any people to serve any needs, and may reflect many different views and belief 
systems.  Even talking only about housing cooperatives, the principles of cooperation are used by religious groups, 
rural communities, environmentalists, high income families, students, anarchists, and hopefully you and your 
community.  

Because of the flexibility of cooperatives, and their ability to serve the needs of many different populations, coops can 
be use today to deal with housing conditions in your area.  But why a cooperative, and not  some other “flexible” way 
of housing people?  Apartments are clearly a flexible model for housing, and so are gated communities and condos, 
since all of these serve many different types of communities and flourish all over the US and Canada.  But because 
cooperatives put participation and education at the core of the community, those who live in them are given the tools 
to impact their community.  This can come through training, workshops, and conferences for the members, but in 
most cases the learning experiences in a coop are just that: experience.  By trusting the members to be concerned 
participants in the community, and also to become the treasurer, or lead a marketing push, or build a wall, 
cooperatives can inspire the residents in a way that an apartment, dorm, or other housing option never could.  

Two historical examples of periods when cooperatives have experienced considerable waves of development  are the 
1930s and the 1960s. In the 30s, cooperatives addressed economic and racial issues related to student housing. 
Because of the oppressive social views at the time, people of color, people with unpopular political views, or people  
who had non-majority sexuality were commonly refused housing. Many people found a solution to their housing 
problems by organizing communities which would be tolerant of  opposing views and backgrounds. The 60s wave of 
development was rooted in this history of tolerance and acceptance, and was adopted by students and people ho 
identified with the counter culture.  During this time, the idea was developed in many coop communities, particularly 
those organized around college students, that coops were mainly for counter-culture folks,  or that they were “anti-
frats”,  and this idea is still around today. During the reading of this handbook,  though,  you should get an idea of the 
different types of coops used today, and how they serve the needs and hopes of a huge number of different kinds of 
communities.

Contemporary organizers that focus on cooperative housing derive their inspiration from a variety of concerns. One 
concern is the lack of control that low-income persons, young families, and students face as tenants in the housing 
market:  coops bring democracy into the economy to advance livable housing conditions and the fair treatment of 
tenants.  By giving the members chances to directly take care of  the business of the coop, you can reach out to 
people who would never think of themselves as leaders without this  opportunity, and by putting the decision-making 
into the hand of the residents, you can be sure that the coop will continue to serve their needs as long as it is around.

In student organizing groups, cooperatives can offer a crucial bridge between their education and “real world” 
experience. By bringing students together to manage the organization, cooperatives create a community that works 
toward common goals,  and gives an environment that is lively and exciting, but  still responsive to the needs of 
students. Building a sense of community  on campus is integral to reviving civic life and student involvement, and a 
coop can not only house students, but serve as a community space controlled by the same students who use it. 

Because cooperatives are democratic organizations that are entirely defined by their members, they will continue to 
address issues that relate to contemporary citizens. For instance, because they include a space for discussion about 
issues such as difference and equality, coops contribute to the contemporary dialogue on identity and tolerance. 
Furthermore,  new cooperatives can contribute to interest in sustainable living by using alternative methods of 
construction and rehabilitation, and being open to public viewing in a way that single-households rarely are. 

Probably the aspect of cooperatives that makes them most relevant today is that they make housing more 
economically  accessible, allowing students easer access to school and keeping spaces in gentrifying areas 
affordable. In recent  years, one of the most important issues in many communities has been the accessibility of 
higher education and high-quality affordable housing to people who have been historically underrepresented and 
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underserved. By lowering the cost of  housing, cooperatives are a vital part  of  a strategy to make college, life-skills 
education, and civic involvement available to those without the money or connections to take them for granted.

Is a coop in every community realistic? 
Sure, coops are a fine idea, but do they really work? How can students, who are so stressed-out and inexperienced 
possibly own and operate a housing organization? How do busy young families find the time to keep  a coop running?   
Where do “normal” people find the skills  to deal with real estate, housing law, the IRS, and neighborhood 
associations? Is the vision of a cooperative in every community, or even just on every college campus, really 
feasible? Who really runs the coop? These are common questions that come to many minds when they first 
encounter housing cooperatives. 

These questions usually come from a lack of information about cooperatives and the perception that the students, 
activists, or citizens in general are transient or inexperienced, and that  “experts” behind the scenes are needed to 
make a community function. However, when most people are presented with the history and success of housing 
cooperatives, and especially student housing cooperatives, they become much more receptive to cooperatives as a 
housing solution. 

Concerns about whether it  is realistic to organize a system of cooperative housing in every community in North 
America are not unrealistic.  Historically,  new housing coops have experienced difficulty obtaining loans from 
mainstream financial institutions. Even when the facts are presented, bankers shy away from lending to what are 
considered “high risk” projects. This has resulted in a financial crisis  that has severely limited the development of new 
cooperatives throughout history. 

The movement has responded to this crisis by using the resources and connections inside the existing cooperative 
community. As such,  new cooperatives have obtained financing from a variety of  sources: established coops, owners, 
universities, governments,  credit  unions, and other community-based lenders.  Yet,  these sources shouldn!t be relied 
upon for consistent support, as they are not  obligated to provide loans to your new cooperative. What sustains the 
growth of the coop  population is a funding source that  exists  for the sole purpose of creating coops in new 
communities,  and one that can give extra focus to campus coops, which often have the hardest time convincing 
lenders to take their project seriously. 

The project of creating such an entity has been undertaken by cooperative movement organizations. The Kagawa 
Fund for Coop Development is a movement-controlled loan fund for establishing new coops. Kagawa is currently 
being raised to a capacity that could facilitate a substantial wave of cooperative growth, but is already able to bridge 
the gap between the funding that new coops need, and what they have found available to them from other sources.

How can we achieve our vision? 
The housing cooperative movement is aware that  it cannot realize its vision alone.  Our resources are too few to 
effectively facilitate a wave of development that will produce a system of affordable housing in every community on 
the continent. Now more than ever,  we should be ready to reach beyond the housing and student coop  movement to 
other cooperative sectors and to other progressive people and organizations seeking to revitalize community, 
democracy, and education. 

Indeed,  the student cooperative movement has begun to create partnerships and coalitions with allies working 
towards common objectives. Partnerships with universities, governments,  and community organizations can provide 
the resources necessary to purchase and construct  new student housing. Likewise, coalitions with other student 
associations and progressive movement organizations can create a network of support  to tackle the nitty-gritty work 
of cooperative development. Seeing cooperatives as part of a broad-based strategy for educational accessibility is 
the key to a strong future.

Increasingly, there has been a surge of interest in the development of cooperatives as a way of approaching 
problems for groups other than students. Many of these community-based cooperatives have created strong ties to 
neighborhood associations, revitalization programs, and a wide range of demographics in their area. Seeing 
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cooperatives as a tool for solving problems in the community planning process is becoming more and more important 
for those looking to develop new coops, and do so without dealing with the concerns of University housing officials.

The Cooperative Movement 
Cooperatives 

Student Cooperatives 

Student Cooperative Management Structures 

Building Structures

Movement Organizations 

Cooperation, economic and otherwise, is something that comes naturally to people. The history of human economic 
cooperation is perhaps older than the history of competition, as the story of cooperation is tied into our definition of 
what  a society is. The modern cooperative movement is generally recognized as dating to a group of twenty-eight 
textile workers who organized the Rochdale Society of Equitable Pioneers. In 1844, these weavers pooled 140 British 
pounds to open a small dry goods store stocked with oatmeal,  sugar, butter and flour.  Their effort was rooted in 
poverty and desperation,  as the previous year they had been fired and blacklisted by employers after an unsuccessful 
weavers! strike, and were unable to find fair terms by which to acquire the goods they needed.  

The Rochdale Pioneers incorporated several important features of democratic organization previously tried by earlier 
cooperatives. Most importantly,  they codified their features and rules into what is commonly known as the Rochdale 
Principles. These principles helped strengthen the organization and formed the basis  of a growth-oriented movement. 
The International Cooperative Alliance revised the principles in 1995 after the 150th birthday of Rochdale. The new 
document, called the Statement on Cooperative Identity is recognized as the basis of any cooperative.

These principles make several distinctions about cooperation.  First,  cooperatives are member-owned and controlled 
businesses, in which all members have an equal say in the governance of the business:  one member, one vote. 
Coops stand in contrast to proprietary ownership, in which one person holds all of the authority, and "traditional" 
corporate ownership,  in which bases control on the size of one!s investment. Second, cooperatives serve their 
members,  and not the interests of those investing capital.  By establishing limits on the return of investment and on 
share holdings, cooperatives allow profit-seeking investments, but not at the expense of those who the cooperative is 
intended to serve. Instead coops encourage local control and investments by the people who use the business. 

Third,  cooperatives help the members actively govern their organization through education, giving them the tools to 
take meaningful control of the coop. Giving someone a vote on paper makes is not the same as giving them the trust 
and control of the cooperative, but through education and transparency the coop  can make this vote more valuable. 
The fourth cooperative principle states that cooperatives work to help  other cooperatives to better serve their 
members.  This is done through buying goods from other cooperatives and providing development assistance to 
organizing groups, so that the resources of cooperatives stay inside of the broader cooperative community,  in the 
same way that each individual coop tries to keep the business it generates inside its local community.   

Finally, cooperatives exist not just for the benefit of the members but to serve, strengthen, and sustain local 
communities.  They are community organizations, and they return the interest the community show in the coop  by 
keeping a concern for their community at the front of all decisions. It  is of interest to note that the cooperative 
principles state nothing about member labor or low cost, two common perceptions of cooperatives. While member 
labor is a method frequently used by smaller cooperatives to keep the costs of operations low (thereby maximizing 
savings to members),  member labor is not a principle or even an overwhelming characteristic of the cooperative 
movement.  Member participation in the business of the cooperative is, however, an essential part of cooperatives. 

Involving membership in the daily operations of the cooperative through labor contributions, however, is another 
means of fostering cooperative education, participatory democracy, and a sense of community amongst the 
members.  Similarly, although cooperatives operate as close to “at cost”  as their members want them to, and keep 
their prices as low as possible, many people equate cooperatives with the potential to under-price mainstream 
competitors.  In many cases, it is possible to price below competing businesses, particularly through the use of 
member labor. 
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However, cooperatives are generally subject  to the same market  conditions as other businesses, and there is no 
magic, nor mandate, that  cooperatives' prices be lower than that of the competition. In fact, in contemporary markets, 
national and transnational corporations sell merchandise at  incredibly low prices by paying their employees poorly, 
and/or relying on the lower costs of labor and materials in other countries. Some cooperatives have made a 
conscious decision to keep prices high enough to pay their employees fairly, provide higher quality  goods, offer some 
additional service, or achieve other social goals. it can be helpful to think in terms of value instead of price.  It may 
cost less to rent an apartment or buy your rice from a chain store, but there are factors other than the dollar value to 
consider.   There are issues about the sustainability of the cooperative, the coops ability to keep  money circulating in 
the local economy, or services added to the transaction that increase the value. 

For housing coops, the labor of members is usually the source of this added value, where a room may cost  more per 
square foot than an apartment,  but will also often include meals, utilities, laundry, spacious common areas,  and other 
perks that more than make up  for the price difference. In housing, it is  common for a new coop  to be constrained from 
offering low rates due to the expensive nature of purchasing property. While members may realize some savings due 
to the coop's  non-profit nature, through increasing the density of people in the building, or through the use of member 
labor and group purchasing, most new housing coops will operate near market rates. 

Fortunately, fixed-term mortgage payments remain constant over the term of the mortgage, and, due to inflation, the 
coop  can become lower in cost over time.  This would mean that  the coop  still has to raise rent  every year or so to 
keep  up  with rising costs, but that the rents can go up more slowly than the surrounding housing, which makes the 
coop  a better value over time.  In the meantime, the coop members are building equity for themselves and future 
members.  To make sure that the real value of the coop is communicated to prospective members,  a new coop  should 
make sure to be up front about the things that the coop offer that other forms of housing do not.

Cooperatives 
On a world-wide basis, modern cooperatives have developed for over 200 years. In many countries,  such as Sweden 
and Japan, cooperative businesses figure prominently in their national economies. More importantly,  cooperatives 
exist all over the world providing goods and services which would otherwise be unattainable. In many Third World 
countries,  cooperatives such as credit unions and agricultural organizations have been very successful in helping 
people provide for themselves where private and other corporate capital do not see high profitability. 

In Canada and the US, the roots of  the cooperative movement sprang up for similar reasons. Rural electric coops, 
credit  unions, and agricultural coops were founded to meet  the needs of populations, particularly rural, which did not 
attract  investment or where goods and services were provided at unfair prices. In the early 20th century, cooperatives 
in these two countries began to see a need for national organizations. In the US, cooperatives organized the 
Cooperative League of the USA, which later became the National Cooperative Business Association (NCBA).  NCBA 
provides networking, technical assistance, and development assistance.  One of NCBA!s major contributions has 
been lobbying at the national level for cooperatives. For instance, it lobbied for legislation which made cooperative 
incorporation possible and helped pass legislation which formed the National Cooperative Bank in 1978. Today, 
NCBA remains the premier cross-sectoral link among coops in the United States. One recent lobbying success of the 
NCBA that you may be aware of as the creation of the .coop  web domain,  allowing cooperatives to have a presence 
on the web  that reflects that they use a model that is not entirely for profit (like a .com) nor entirely not-for-profit (like 
a .org).

Canada enjoys an even stronger network of  cooperative support organizations. The Canadian Cooperative 
Association (CCA), formed from a merger of the Cooperative Union of Canada and the Cooperative College of 
Canada in 1987, provides educational services to its member cooperatives and sponsors cooperative development in 
lesser-developed nations. The Cooperative Housing Federation of Canada (CHF) provides technical assistance to 
developing and established coops throughout English-speaking Canada. Canadian cooperatives have also benefited 
from the support of the Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). However, the CMHC has not provided 
financing for a student  cooperative since the early 1970s, and funding for the program has dropped off sharply in 
recent years. Other sources of financing are available, primarily from within the cooperative movement itself. 

The contemporary cooperative movement is strong and diverse. Cooperatives exist all over Canada and the United 
States.  Some of the larger cooperatives have an annual income of several billion dollars. In addition to rural electric 
coops, credit unions, and agricultural coops, there are cooperatives to serve almost every need: food coops, 
automotive coops, insurance coops, housing coops, daycare coops, book coops...  the list goes on. 
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Student Cooperatives 
The beginnings of student  cooperatives are unknown, but  it is  believed that the first coops were bookstores and 
group houses that began in the late 1800s. The Harvard “Coop” is  the best known example of the early bookstores. 
Recent research by Deborah Altus has documented the existence of women!s housing coops during this period. 
These houses, owned and controlled by the university, were established to provide affordable housing for women. 
They were “cooperative”  only in that the members shared responsibilities and ate meals together. Most of the pre-
Depression Era student housing cooperatives were university owned and operated. 

The Great Depression of the 1930's brought many student cooperatives into existence in both Canada and the United 
States.  This period of economic hardship encouraged people to think in new directions and a wave of new coops was 
started.  If one event can be seen as the birthplace of student cooperative movement it was a lecture by an 
internationally-renown Japanese labor, cooperative, and peace activist,  Toyohiko Kagawa. Kagawa spoke at a 
Student  Christian Movement conference in Indianapolis,  Indiana. Students from Ann Arbor and Toronto went to this 
conference and returned home to start student housing cooperatives that thrive even today. Other student activists 
saw him speak elsewhere and where similarly inspired. 

The 1930s also saw the start of other long standing cooperative systems including Berkeley, Austin, Los Angeles, and 
Eugene. By 1941, about 150 cooperative housing associations had some 10,000 student members. An association 
was formed called, the North American Students Cooperative League (NASCL), which survived into the 1950s. The 
Second World War deflated much of the momentum of this period, drafting members for the war. As most of these 
coops were in rented buildings,  most of them died during the war. The organizations that survived were usually the 
ones that had begun to purchase their own buildings. In the 1950s, new systems in Kingston, Ontario; Oberlin, Ohio; 
and Lincoln, Nebraska were established. 

However, McCarthyism and the public discomfort with anything that could be branded as “communist” or “socialist” 
did not encourage progressive answers to social problems. No one can tell,  with cooperatives or other progressive 
movements,  to what extent the fear and guilt  of the McCarthy era damaged the chances for revival and expansion. At 
any rate, there was little new development of cooperatives during these years. 

In the 1960s, the political fervor over the civil rights, free speech, and anti-war movements brought new enthusiasm 
to student  communities around the world.  This enthusiasm translated into a keen interest in non- traditional forms of 
democracy, such as cooperatives. New cooperatives were started in places such as Austin, Texas; St. Paul and 
Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Providence, Rhode Island, among others. 

Throughout  the 1970s, former student activists put their ideas into action by creating food and other cooperatives 
based on the idea of participatory democracy and a healthy life. This activity translated into what is known as the 
“New Wave”  cooperative movement, as opposed to the “old wave” coops of the 1930s. Some of these organizations 
existed on college campuses but most were integrated into communities and served community needs. The New 
Wave cooperatives, with their emphasis on healthy and organic foods, were the beginning of the contemporary health 
food movement.

In 1968 at a conference sponsored by the Inter-Cooperative Council at the University of  Michigan a proposal was 
passed to form an organization to meet the growing needs of the student cooperatives in Canada and the United 
States.  Three weeks later, a group  gathered in Chicago to organize the North American Students of  Cooperation 
(NASCO), based on the NASCL model of the 30s and 40s. During the 1970s, NASCO was composed not just of 
student cooperatives but of the new wave coops that were popular in youth circles. The contemporary NASCO is 
composed mainly  of  student  cooperatives and serves as the voice of a strong and future-oriented movement.    In 
recent  years,  however, many community organizers and coop  alumni have taken the model used by NASCO member 
coops and applied it  to non-student cooperatives, which have then become members.   As of this edition of the 
Organizer!s Handbook, roughly 90% of the population of  NASCO member coops are in student coops, but  roughly 
50% of the member organizations are not student specific, with more each year, as students and non-students alike 
seek to benefit from the benefits of cooperative housing.

In the realm of development, an important change that took place during the late-60s and early-70s was in the area of 
federal funding provided by the US and Canadian governments. Most of the existing student housing cooperatives 
took this opportunity  to expand rapidly. However, the late-70s and early-80s were the end of this period of fantastic 
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growth. Established cooperatives expanded during this period, but  only a few new systems were started. For this 
reason,  in 1987, the NASCO Development Services (NDS) was founded as the development partner of NASCO. With 
the vision of a coop system on every campus, NDS has advocated for and assisted student groups. 

Student  cooperatives are considered to be unique in relation to the rest of the cooperative movement in many 
respects. First,  campus cooperatives have higher rates of member turnover than most because of the limited time 
students attend college.  Second,  most student  cooperatives have a higher degree of  member participation —both in 
governance and operations— because of the labor responsibilities of membership. Third, coops often serve the social 
needs of their members more intensely, since they are frequently based upon group houses and/or shared dining 
groups. 

Student Cooperative Management Structures 
For the day-to-day operations of their organizations, student members have developed a variety of management 
structures. However, most structures contain the two following types of participation: 

• Member Participation:  Almost all campus housing coops require labor or work hours from their members.  By 
providing much of  the routine custodial,  kitchen and maintenance labor,  members significantly  reduce costs.  On 
a broader level, the members control the coop through their involvement in committees and the Board of 
Directors. 
 
• Management Continuity:  Experience, expertise, and continuity are gained through either hired management  or 
through direct affiliation with the university. These people provide the long-term guidance needed to keep  the 
organization alive and healthy, especially in the areas of long-term maintenance and finance. 

A balance between these two aspects should be maintained. If  the balance is unstable, the cooperative might close 
its  doors or loose its cooperative identity. Without the member volunteer labor, the housing becomes too expensive, 
the commitment of the members declines, the member education becomes negligible, and the understanding of 
member control is insignificant.  With member labor, a “sweat equity”  investment  is developed by all members, 
learning and control are maintained, and a strong sense of community develops. Similarly, with long-term 
management, the cooperative can maintain its properties in good condition and remain financially healthy. 

Many student cooperatives that lack this continuity and expertise have withered away into nonexistence. Recognizing 
the need for skills and continuity, some campus cooperatives have also worked to put community and university 
resource people on the Boards of Directors, to complement the students decision-making abilities and create a link 
between the organization and the outside world.  Teaming these two aspects enables campus cooperatives to provide 
on-going housing services at an affordable price.  This teaming has proven in the past to be the most successful way 
to operate a coop within the given constraints —high student  turnover, inexperience, limited financial capacity— 
because it is the least expensive management structure and enables students to learn about and invest in the 
organization in a way they can afford given the limitations of the student lifestyle. 

Building Structures
Over the years, the housing cooperatives around the continent have built or purchased several different types of 
facilities  designed to meet the particular needs of an individual community.  While there are examples of many types 
of structures which can and should be considered for use by the cooperative, including some examples such as 
geodesic domes and warehouse lofts, in most situations one of four basic types of building styles have been used. 

Small Group House  
In this model,  fifteen to fifty members share a house, which is often an older, converted building.   This “group  house” 
usually  has shared meals several times per week, often every day. Members generally contribute about four to six 
hours of labor per week to the operation of the household. This labor includes preparing meals, cleaning the kitchen 
and “common areas,”  collecting rent and paying bills,  minor maintenance, and possibly  office work within the central 
management structure. Coops of this size will have elected officers responsible for administrative tasks and 
networking with the central organization. 
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Large Group House, or Small Dorm 
In this model, approximately 100 members share one large coop, either as a single high-rise or dorm-style building, 
as several buildings sharing one location. There are usually shared meals. Some have constructed their own 
buildings for this model, usually resulting in a structure of about eight to ten “suites” which offer cozy areas in a large 
building. Most of these large houses are operated quite similarly to the small houses, but it has been observed that 
houses of  this size require more people in administrative positions and may require staff specific to the building; i.e., a 
building manager, cook, or maintenance personnel. On the other hand, coops of this size offer a better economy of 
scale, and are able to deliver more goods and services for the same amount of money and labor per person.

Small Apartment Building
These buildings are often purchased or built by coops that have group houses to give older members more privacy. 
Some organizations with these types of  buildings do require a work contribution, often for groundskeeping or 
maintenance.  There are usually no shared meals and there is generally a “small”  feeling to the coop but with a high 
degree of privacy. A similar structure is the townhouse complex, organized very successfully as a cooperative in 
many family-housing situations. 

Large Apartment Complex 
In this model,  members will share apartments of two to five bedrooms. This model often allows the largest number of 
members housed per square foot of land, but may lack a “sense of cooperation”. There are no shared meals. 
Students are usually required to contribute very little labor to the cooperative in this model,  although they may 
organize their apartments as “mini coops.” 

There are many cooperatives that consist of only  one group  house, but the majority of cooperative members live in a 
building that is part of  a cooperative system. These coops are organized into a central organization governed by a 
member-elected Board of Directors, which is accountable to the membership. In a system of several group houses, or 
one with houses and small apartment complexes, Directors are usually sent to the Board as representatives of a 
building. In high-rise apartment complexes, Directors may be elected at large, or represent a floor or wing of the 
building. 

Movement Organizations 
The existence of organizations whose mission is to educate and expand the housing cooperative movement has 
furthered the general interests of housing cooperatives, and especially student housing cooperatives. NASCO, NDS, 
and NASCO Properties are three movement organizations that have been created by and for the coops in Canada 
and the US. They have provided a forum to discuss issues affecting member coops and an impetus for assisting 
organizers in creating new coops. 

North American Students of Cooperation 
NASCO's creation in 1968 meant  that student cooperatives began working together towards their common interests. 
NASCO began its work almost immediately on creating tools to develop  more cooperatives. Through a strong 
lobbying effort, coops were able to get  the Department of Housing and Urban Development to make loans directly to 
coops. 

As part of its goal to serve active member cooperatives, NASCO developed educational programs to assist  coops in 
educating their own members.  After first focusing on regional conferences, NASCO developed a binational 
conference,  called the Cooperative Education and Training Institute (often referred to simply as “NASCO Institute”) to 
train coop members and organizers in the principles and best practices of cooperation. Other programs were 
developed to educate and link NASCO members from around the US and Canada. Today, NASCO keeps the group 
equity  and student cooperative movement strong and develops leaders for the future. The services currently include 
the following: 

• NASCO Institute: an annual educational conference attended by 400+ coop members
• Coop Voices: a e-newsletter with articles to inspire involvement 
• Member Visits: educational workshops and consultations done on-site at each coop 
• Staff and Managers Conference: an annual conference of coop staff and managers to compare methods 
• Information Services: provides info on cooperatives to members, media, policy makers, and the general public 

• Internship Network: provides students with connections to jobs in cooperatives around the continent 
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• Action Camp: a week long retreat for coop leaders to confront social inequalities in their coops

• Emerging Coop Leaders: an annual conference bridging different coop sectors to compare methods

NASCO Development Services 
The late eighties and early nineties brought the development and implementation of a new business plan for NASCO, 
which called for increased efforts  in maintaining the growth which our member cooperatives had achieved through 
enhancing member services. The plan also called for increases in development activity and resulted in the creation of 
the NASCO Development Services (NDS). 

NDS was founded in 1987 (as the Campus Cooperative Development Corporation, or CCDC) by NASCO and its 
member cooperatives. A non-profit  organization dedicated to cooperation among cooperatives, NDS was created 
because NASCO found that, due to limited resources, it could not effectively assist coop organizers. The organization 
encourages and initiates coop  development on a continuous basis  by providing financial aid, consulting, and 
comprehensive technical assistance primarily to student groups looking to establish coop housing. NDS works with 
organizing groups on cooperative structural aspects, legal incorporation,  feasibility studies of potential properties, 
finding appropriate properties, arranging financing, and assisting in the design of the organization. 

NDS is  a separate organization from NASCO, with its own membership,  which allows for special participation in a 
development effort that is not perceived as a drain on NASCO!s educational efforts. While NASCO and NDS are 
different organizations, there are substantial connections between the two. First, the memberships in the two 
organizations overlap extensively. Second, the organizations consider themselves to be development partners, 
meaning that they coordinate their efforts. Finally, NASCO, NDS, and NP all share one staff and office space. 

As a part  of  their strategy, in 1988, NDS and NASCO incorporated another organization, NASCO Properties (NP), 
which provides ownership  and management services for several cooperatives. NP seeks to combat the problem of 
coop  organizers!  lack of access to mainstream financial resources. By showing itself to be a reputable national 
property  owner,  NP is  able purchase a property for local housing cooperatives. A  more detailed description of NASCO 
Properties can be found in the “Purchasing Property” chapter.

Getting Organized 
Organizing a core group

Campus organizing

Educating the group

In the contemporary world, organizations are a fundamental part of a democratic society because they represent the 
interests  of  a certain constituency. Likewise, organizing is regarded as a key aspect of creating progressive social 
change. 

For housing advocates, students, or citizens looking for a richer community life, the organizing process can be an 
integral part of the social and educational experience. Larger sociopolitical,  and economic issues that organizers may 
care about or be studying can function within the dynamics of the project, painting a clearer picture of how the world 
works.  Furthermore, for student housing coop projects, the students may be able to integrate the coop!s development 
with school work to receive college credit  for organizing, saving time and sanity. Whatever the case, coop  organizing 
is an enriching experience that teaches people how to lead an active life and become a more engaged citizen of their 
community. 

The first  section of  the Handbook addresses a host of fascinating issues that will get the project on its feet and 
moving forward. The tasks of recruiting new members, educating the public, and building a strong core group are the 
keys to a healthy project. Likewise, mobilizing community support, creating a system of governance, and 
incorporating as a non-profit  organization prepare the group  to tackle the forthcoming challenges presented by the 
housing market.
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Organizing a Core Group 
An organizing group could be formed by a couple folks who come up a great idea, create a vision, and then recruit 
people into the organizing group. Others could be a group friends who decide to embark on a project  together, form a 
core group, then create a vision.  Groups can be pulled from the membership of existing coops,  from student or 
community groups, or from online resources such as Craigslist.org.  There are many possibilities for different 
scenarios.  Whatever the sequence of events, forming a core group of  people who are dedicated to making the project 
a success is essential. 

Developing interest among participants and potential supporters is something an organizing group can do 
productively. In addition to establishing an effective and committed core-group, some of the initial projects that can be 
tackled are establishing contacts for advice and support. NDS can help  in this process by working with you to make 
presentations for local groups in order to develop  interest, clarify intentions, or reassure the wary inside and outside 
of your group.

Identifying your Core Group
At some point,  perhaps after the initial outreach effort,  a “core group”  should be firmly established to actively develop 
the cooperative. The difference between a core group  and an organizing group  is that the latter may include many 
supporters that do not have the time to participate, and the core group actually does the organizing work. The core is 
more dedicated and tightly networked, and can be relied on to “bottom-line” major goals and deadlines. 

Issues of importance in establishing a core group are as such: Are potential members team players? Have they 
shown a commitment to the project? Does the core group need to expand, or is it already an optimal size? Does the 
group need more participants to achieve its development goals? Ideally, the group should be large enough to be able 
to accomplish the various sets of  goals that  will come up, but small enough for everyone to have a good idea what 
everyone else is working on, and where they are in their processes.

If  it is decided that more members are needed, consider the following issues when recruiting. What sort of 
background experience do potential members have? Experience in the areas of cooperatives, housing,  business, 
governance, activism, community service, and maintenance are all helpful. What does a potential member bring to 
the project? How can this increase the chances of success? 

Be careful, however, not to expand the size of the group just for the sake of expansion or general enthusiasm. While 
large groups provide extra labor power, groups that are too large are difficult to manage. The core should be “optimal” 
in size, which is a subjective trait to be judged by the intuitions of the current participants. It is important  that the 
members of this core group are all willing to commit significant time and energy to creating the cooperative.

Down the line the coop may need more people to move into a house. It may prove useful to keep  a database or a list 
of names, phone numbers, email, and addresses, of all those who have expressed support. This will make staying in 
contact and new member recruitment easier.

Creating a Vision 
An important starting point for organizing groups is a discussion of the issues and aspirations that lead them to work 
towards a cooperative. Many cooperatives are conceived as responses to pressing social and economic issues. 
Others are started to fulfill more personal needs, or to provide lifestyle alternatives. An important part of the 
development process is researching these issues and how a cooperative can respond to them. This prepares the 
organizing group to persuade others —funders, future members, university officials, local governments— that a coop 
is worthy of their support. 

Part of the process of  creating a vision is defining the organization!s goals and purposes. This dialogue is usually one 
of the first discussions that a group has, as there are often pressing issues bringing a group together.  Sometimes the 
group will not see the need to even have the conversation, as the members of the group  will share a common set of 
assumptions that lead them to work towards the coop. However,  these issues should be discussed, and the work of 
creating a vision it does not end after the first discussion, as the fundamental nature of the subject is cause for 
extensive and continued deliberation. In fact, cooperatives that have been in existence since the Great Depression, 
such as the large student coops around North America, still review their organizational mission periodically.  Below is 
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a list of provocative discussion topics that may prove useful in guiding a visioning discussion for a student or 
community coop.

What  is going on in the community that makes a cooperative seem desirable? Often,  social, economic, and political 
trends form a basis of interest in housing cooperatives. In the 30s, economic woes and racial discrimination led 
students to create coops as housing alternatives to the oppressive policies of dorms. Likewise, the student 
cooperatives of the 1960s were energized by the idealism and activism of the period. The housing cooperatives of 
today and beyond will likely emerge from a combination of factors and interests, including diversity,  accessibility, 
community, civic engagement, and economic democracy. 

What  are some of the issues that are alive your community or on your campus? Is there a housing crisis? Are 
residents dissatisfied with the housing options offered by the local market or the university  such that they are open to 
consider alternatives? Consider the relevant issues on the community and imagine how a cooperative could address 
them. 

What  will the mission for your coop be, and what is the target group  that this mission will serve? How will this group 
benefit  from a cooperative? Most communities will be composed of a series of social groupings and circles. Will your 
cooperative target a specific population in its focus, advertisements,  and outreach? It  is important to be aware of how 
the environment that is  constructed affects who is interested in living at the coop, so that you do not unintentionally 
limit your impact in the community. 

In what area will the cooperative be located? In the neighboring communities of most universities is you can find, a 
rundown neighborhood composed primarily of students. These areas are known for their dilapidated housing, 
absentee landlords, and neglect from the broader community, and are generally seen as a menace by non-students.   
This  is often not the fault  of the residents, so much as the owners of those properties who profit  from the rents  of 
students, but  who have little incentive to keep the properties in decent shape. Also, sometimes property speculators 
will buy up property in poor neighborhoods and rent it out to students at higher rates, gentrifying whole areas. 

Will the cooperative occupy housing in a student neighborhood? In what ways will the cooperative address the 
problems of other low-income people in the community? Organizing groups should attempt to instill in themselves a 
heightened sense of awareness about how they affect the people outside of the student community. 

How do the members envision the cooperative!s operations? This chapter presents some introductory information 
designed to give organizers a fair idea about how different housing cooperatives function. While coop operations 
evolve out of a process of trial and error, it  is important for organizers to take the time to envision the initial policies 
and practices. 

Will the food be organized on a common or individualized basis? Or both? To what degree will the members be 
involved in the governance and operations? How will the governance and management of the organization work? 
Who will clean the toilets? It is strongly advised that organizing groups visit other student cooperatives and discuss 
their operations. Internships at existing cooperatives provide an excellent opportunity to experience first hand coop 
operations. 

Community Organizing
An important task in building a core group  is increasing the level of  community interest in cooperative housing. 
Beyond the people who are doing the leg work, are there other people interested, or potentially interested, in 
cooperatives? There are many different kinds of activities which can help reach-out to potential members and other 
supporters and develop interest in the organizing effort. Any efforts you put into organizing or outreach should be 
based on the needs that your coop is meant to fill.  A student or campus based coop will use different approaches 
and resources than a coop for single parents, affordable community housing, or commercial/residential mixed use.

Promotion 
Leafleting and postering are the traditional means for community organizers to get the word out  about issues and 
events,  and are still very effective for student coop organizers. As online organizational tools become more widely 
used,  both student and non-student coop organizers have found them to be very useful.  In most cities, Craigslist is a 
great way not only to advertise spaces in your coop once you get rolling, but also to solicit for people who are 
interested and specific forms of support needed.  Other tools that can be very useful online include creating a Google 
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Map  with likely neighborhoods outlined and potential properties pinpointed on the map,  or a social network group with 
announcements on  upcoming meetings and events.

But online organizing will insert  a bias into which parts of the community get  to hear about  the work you are doing, so 
organizer!s should make sure to use several channels of communication to get the word out.  Try creating eye-
catching flyers and posters to place in areas where people congregate, especially in places that serve the same 
demographics as will be interested in your coop. For student groups, plaster campus kiosks with flyers, and talk up 
your alternative housing to folks in the local dorms and at student life events. Creating such materials can be a 
catalyst for clarifying vision and purpose. See the discussion of recruitment in the “Opening the Cooperative” chapter 
for more ideas about promotion and recruitment. 

In any organizing situation, try to test the level of interest in your project.   You can certainly et enough people to work 
as your core group, but will you need to plan on a core of four people who will raise awareness in the public later?  Or 
do you have 20 people chomping at the bit  to file papers with the secretary of  state next week.  Host a dinner or a 
forum on the topic, and see what the intensity and amount of interest look like.  It may take a few tries before you find 
the right venue, and the right way to communicate this, so don!t  get  discouraged if you “throw a party and nobody 
comes.”

Public Meetings 
Consider hosting two separate meetings, one for social interaction, and one for business. This will help  publicize the 
organization to all interested persons, while allowing you to identify those who are truly  interested in the idea of a  
housing cooperative. Some of these people could be those who will join your group  and spend a considerable 
amount  of time on the project, or they could just want to move into your cooperative. Others might become 
sympathetic advocates, spreading the word, although not remaining active participants.  Consider anyone to be a 
potential ally. 

Circulate a sign-up sheet to get the names, addresses, phone numbers, and email addresses of people who might be 
interested in joining the cooperative.  Most people have some level of “email list burnout”, so be careful to give folks 
an idea of how much traffic or mail will be going around,  and give them the option to get out,  or to only get very 
relevant  updates.  It might also be useful to find out how many more years each person expects to be in the area, 
especially among student organizing groups, and if they have any skills  relating to cooperatives, business, or 
housing.  Getting other community members involved is usually some of  the easiest, and most fun, outreach work to 
do —an opportunity to dream and to motivate. 

It  is important to distinguish the people who may be interested and who will participate from those who will be the 
leaders and form the core group. At this stage, organizers should look for leaders: in particular,  people who will come 
to meetings, who will work outside of group  meetings, and who are committed to bringing a cooperative to life. This is 
not to say that anyone should be discouraged, but it is important for movers and shakers to step forward. 

Educational Events 
Often the most productive way to get potential members motivated to create a housing cooperative is to organize an 
educational event. A  conference, workshop, or other one day event can focus attention on local needs and models of 
response. In the past, organizing groups have invited speakers, organized public booths and displays to coincide with 
major dates in the cooperative movement  (for instance, October is Coop Month), and convened debates during 
election time to talk about local housing issues. These events have proved to be excellent forums to introduce the 
concept of cooperative housing and publicize group activities. 

On a smaller scale, an educational event could be a workshop for a more focused group, to get your potential 
members more comfortable with local housing and zoning laws, skill-shares on some basics in maintenance and 
renovation, or a discussion about some of  the terms used in real estate.  You can find knowledgeable folks in your 
area to speak on these issues, or members of the group can study up on specific pieces of this information, and 
come back together to teach each other what they have learned.

Fundraising 
In the initial stages, organizing a student cooperative doesn!t take much money. However, the cost of phone minutes, 
gas,  and printing can add-up, and it  is often not realistic to expect individual members to foot the bills. Fundraising 
can also help  reduce the cost of coop  education conferences, and get more members of your group to get  helpful 
trainings. For instance, events such as film nights, bake sales, and bottle drives can help raise funds for the group. 
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Other fundraising strategies include:  educational community events (perhaps about local housing problems), pledge 
campaigns,  and getting the local food coop  to donate money. Funding sources to research include: foundations, 
alumni associations from existing coops, universities, and city governments. 

Successful fundraisers combine traditional techniques with creativity and innovation to produce a campaign that suits 
the group!s needs and abilities. For instance, combining efforts to recruit organizers and build support for cooperative 
housing,  a group  might initiate a campaign to educate the community about local housing problems: exploitation, 
affordability, housing conditions, or overcrowding. If successful, the campaign could segue into a local ballot initiative.  
For example, in a university community, the ballot could be to raise student fees one dollar per semester to be 
allocated to an affordable housing development fund. In a non-student community, similar suggestions could be made 
to local affordable housing advocacy groups or municipal funds for housing, in order to create or gain access to a 
pool of money to be used for cooperative or affordable housing.  The fund could support the organizers during the 
initial stages and yield a down payment  for a building after a few years while the coop  lives in a leased property to 
start. 

Student Government 
In broadening the scope of  outreach for student organizers,  the student government is an excellent resource. Student 
governments can offer organizational advice, assistance, and encouragement. Often they have literature which is 
designed to help  student groups organize, and will be able to provide information about the benefits of becoming a 
registered student organization. 

This  designation often provide groups with a number of benefits, including funding, copies, meeting space, office 
space, organizational development assistance, advertising advice, etc. Registering also shows that a group is 
committed and wants to be a part of the campus community. 

Furthermore,  the student government may become another supporter of  the effort. Even if  the support is in name 
only, having such backing could generate further support from others who might  have be reluctant. Some student 
governments are active in the area of housing and tenants!  rights and might have housing committee or program that 
will prove useful. 

Student Organizations 
There are several different types of groups which may be interested in lending support the effort. Are there groups on 
your campus interested in educational accessibility? While affordable student housing is always not considered part 
of a strategy to improve the college accessibility, it is not uncommon to find groups which recognize that affordable 
student housing help keep students out of debt. 

Social justice and students!  rights group  may also prove to be helpful allies, as the self-determination and values of 
coops often align closely with the goals of campus-based social justice groups. Environmental groups will also often 
show support for cooperatives, as group housing is much less resource intensive than other forms, and also 
frequently involves environmental education programs within the coop. Does the university have a local student 
Public Interest Research Group  (PIRG)? Is there an environmental center? Many campus activist  groups may be 
willing to sponsor organizing or provide funding for housing cooperatives. 

Organizers who reach out to other groups often encounter a lack of knowledge about cooperatives and sometimes 
disbelief  that students can run their own housing organizations. NASCO may prove useful in overcoming this 
challenge by providing the group with pamphlets or reports about student cooperatives that can be used for outreach. 
This literature adds validity to the concept and helps build support. Persistence certainly has its place in organizing. 

Educating the Group 
Even an organizing group  composed of experienced cooperators should provide for member education. A 
commitment  to education breathes meaningful life into the cooperative structure and empowers the members to take 
control of the organization. There are a few areas of particular importance for member education in creating a new 
housing cooperative: cooperatives in general, housing in general and the specifics of housing coops. 
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Cooperatives 
Opportunities for education about cooperatives are a lot more plentiful than one might think.  In many cities in North 
America there are cooperatives and experienced coop activists. While your organizing group may be involved 
because of  some specific motivating idea of what their coop will do for them, and therefore what a coop  “should be” in 
their minds, there are many different  types of coop, and each has developed interesting democratic techniques for 
solving problems.

Maybe a local food cooperative has an education program. Possibly the manager of  an agricultural cooperative will 
come and lead a discussion about the cooperative principles. You may also find co-housing, utility coops, worker 
coops, or other types of collective or coop in your area,  and any of these that are willing to speak to your group  about 
their experiences will help inform your decision making process. Think creatively, and, once again, look for allies. 

Housing 
Housing is another challenge altogether. Development, rehabilitation,  maintenance, financing, and the real estate 
market probably seem to most  like they are from another world.  Indeed, many community  activists know very little 
about property.  But there are plenty of resources available to an organizing group  from the community in general.  
Many of these topics can be approached by novices or experts alike through free workshops in may areas.

Proactive steps should be taken to empower your group in this area. There may be real estate courses offered at the 
local community college, and there are often free workshops for first-time homebuyers put on by the city. To learn 
more about zoning and housing regulations, you can speak to your realtor to get an overview, or meet with the staff at 
the city planning department to ask some questions about how your coop  would need to go about finding the right 
kind of property.  

In most cases, the properties your group looks at will need some amount of  work, and your members will almost 
certainly need to either do this work, or supervise and coordinate it. To do this responsibly will require a bit  of 
knowledge of  how the systems in the building work,  and how to change or improve them.  Many hardware stores host 
free workshops on building topics as a way of attracting customers,  which you can visit to become more aware of the 
sorts of issues attached to the work you will want to do.   There are also extensive resources available online to help 
you understand the process for and reasons behind many types of construction and renovation.

It  is hard to find accessible “how to”  information on housing, which is one of the reasons for writing the Organizer!s 
Handbook. Discussion is usually the best  means for empowering student groups.  An effective educational format is to 
make copies of one chapter of  the Handbook, distribute them to everyone in the group, read it, and discuss. This 
process does not lead to mastery, but gets groups thinking and acting. If a group member already knows something 
about housing, efforts should be taken to share the knowledge through workshops or discussion. If no one in the 
group is knowledgeable, is there someone else that will facilitate a workshop?

Different Models for Housing Cooperatives 
The final subject in group  self-education is the housing cooperative movement.  There are a few different ways to 
categorize housing coops, which generally relate to how they deal with their ownership  structure and who they are 
intended to serve.  

There are student-specific coops, which are near to campuses and house a community related to higher education.  
There are coops for families or single parents.  Some coops are explicitly  for retirees.  A housing coop can be set up 
to serve any population, but most of the coops that NASCO has worked with over time tend to either be student-
focused coops, or “community coops”, which is a catch-all term for coops which tend to have a younger membership, 
but are not specifically intended for students.  Many “community coops”  serve a post-graduate population who have 
not settled into a career yet,  with some residents choosing to intentionally remain in a cooperative community into 
adulthood, and some still in school, but looking for a non-campus-life housing environment.

The different ways of dealing with ownership  structure are usually related to how the equity in a house is treated, 
since this,  for most housing coops, is by far the most financially  valuable asset of the coop.  In a “Market Equity” 
coop,  a member joins the coop, buys a share,  and lives in a unit.  This is similar to something like a condo complex, 
but instead of owning one condo, you own a share in the whole complex.  When you decide to leave the coop, you 
can sell your share at whatever the market will pay for it.  The coop sets policies which affect  all members, and the 
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cost for each member to live in the coop  depends mainly on when they bought a share, and at what price, as they 
would have a fairly  traditional mortgage on their share of the coop  in their own name.  This type of coop is normally 
dealt with by the National Association of Housing Coops.

In a “Limited Equity” coop, the coop and the member each have a stake in the equity of the property.  When a 
member joins, they purchase a share in the coop in order to move in, just like in a Market Equity coop.  As the value 
of the share changes, though, there is a relationship between the coop and the member for ho this change in value is 
divided.   One example might be that 25% of the change in the value goes to the member, and 75% goes to the coop.  
The idea behind this is that by diverting some of the value to the coop, housing prices can be kept affordable by the 
coop,  which has access to some of the equity in the building.  A  second major reason for the split of the value is to 
give members in the coop  less of a financial incentive to sell with the market, so that a spike in housing values does 
not cause a wave of  sales, followed by much higher costs to live in the coop.  Limited Equity coops are often used to 
provide affordable housing, while allowing members to build some wealth with the increase in the value of  the 
property.  While NASCO has worked with a few Limited Equity coops, the National Association of Housing Coops has 
dealt with Limited Equity coops in more detail.

Most of the groups that NASCO and NDS work with use the “Group Equity”  coop  model, where the assets of the coop 
are owned by the group as a whole.  In a group  equity coop, members either pay a deposit to move in, as one would 
in a rental apartment, or else they pay a “share”, but in these cases the price of the share is  roughly the same as a 
deposit  on a similar space, as opposed to the actual cost of, say,  10% of  the value of the coop.  In either case, when 
the member moves out, they typically do not profit from their time in the coop, but get their deposit or share returned 
minus any charges made to this money.  This means that the cost to get into a Group Equity coop is generally much 
lower than the cost of other types of coop.

The Group Equity model came out of the student cooperatives, but has been adopted by non-student  coops in recent 
years because of the low cost to get into the coop.  Group  Equity cooperatives tend to be better at making sure that 
the coop stays affordable for future members, and that the coop stays a coop permanently than other types of 
housing coop.  The reason for this is that as the coop develops assets, those assets go to the coop, not  returned to 
the members as cash.  Because the coop is able to hold onto this value as it  grows, a Group Equity coop is better 
able to fund its own growth, and build an economy of scale quickly.  It is also able to resist the need to raise rents, 
because of the financial stability in the coop.  

While Group  Equity coops have been very successful in specific markets, such as in university towns, they still 
represent  a tiny fraction of the total coop  population, and the non-student group  equity coops are a tiny fraction of that 
fraction.  In total, Group Equity coops make up about a tenth of 1% of the housing coops in the US.  

Originally, the Group Equity model came out of student coops because at the time, students were one of the few 
groups in society not concerned with building equity through the purchase of property.  For similar reasons, many 
Senior Retirement Cooperatives used this same model, because the members were at  a stage in their life when they 
were not concerned about personally profiting from the value of their housing.  As the housing market changes, more 
young people are looking at alternatives to the traditional path of buying a first home while young.  A  Group  Equity 
coop allows people to live affordably while giving them the flexibility that people increasingly want form their housing.  

Keep in mind that all coops are different —and take everything you see, hear, read, and experience with a grain of 
salt. Knowing which aspects of  other housing cooperatives make sense to the group is useful during the process of 
creating a set of share goals and system of  operations.  Members can learn about housing cooperatives via fellow 
organizers, road trips, and educational conferences. There may be a coop  alumni in the group, who can provide 
valuable information but should not be relied upon as the only source of knowledge. Group  road trips to other housing 
cooperatives are fun and provide an opportunity for members to get to know each other better. Most coops, in the 
spirit  of the movement, are quite willing to host  guests overnight, but plans should be made in advance. Road trips 
provide a organizers with flavor for what others have done.  The annual NASCO Institute and regional conferences 
organized by local cooperatives are unique opportunities to meet cooperators, discuss strategies, learn about new 
ideas, and energize the group.
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Moving Forward 
Working Together 

Technical Assistance 

Advisory Committee 

Getting Legal 

Governance 

An obvious place to look for support for a housing cooperative is the local campus or youth community.  However, 
venturing into the larger population makes a project more dynamic by giving it a broader base of resources.  Once the 
organization establishes a more concrete form and makes strides in the real estate market,  such support will prove 
valuable.   Many coops find early on that bringing interested persons from the community into the process as 
stakeholders brings not only a helpful perspective and support from those involved, but a real sense of civic 
engagement for the members.

Another significant aspect of organizing a cooperative is establishing a legal status and system of governance for the 
future organization.  Creating the legal documents is necessary for incorporation but  also provides a good opportunity 
to envision the purpose and how the cooperative will work, and will also give your group  a real-world chance to put 
your ideas to work.  Contemporary organizers are in a unique position of being able to integrate historical lessons into 
their plans for how their organization will work in the future by talking to others who have gone through a similar 
process. 

As the organizing group  begins to work closely together towards achieving common goals, members should pay 
special attention to creating healthy group dynamics. In order to work together as effectively as possible, groups 
should establish a process of communication, evaluation, and decision-making, as well as making an honest attempt 
to maintain a sense of equality.  Try to take a few minutes out of planning sessions to have a “meta-meeting”  where 
people can talk about whether they feel like things are working well, whether people!s time and abilities are being 
respected,  and where people feel like they are gaining, rather than losing energy out of the process.  This should be 
an exciting process, but it  is possible that your group  members can start to feel disrespected or burned-out, so try to 
avoid this.

Working Together 
A misconception about cooperatives is that everyone involved gets along,  there are no arguments or divisions, and 
everyone is always smiling: the members are “cooperative.”  In reality, human interaction involves interpersonal and 
group politics. Participation in a housing cooperative involves living, playing, making decisions,  doing chores, and 
managing an organization. 

Yet the ability to work together is a skill that is acquired over time through practice and honest effort. As an organizing 
group moves forward, members should simultaneously consider the issues of working together and dividing 
responsibilities in an equitable fashion. Rather than discussing the tasks of organizing, the next two sections will 
discuss the process of organizing. 

Task and process are two concepts that are interwoven because how one does a task affects its  outcome. For 
instance,  if a group is working on a project and there is poor communication or some members feel they cannot 
speak about what!s on their mind, the decisions and the work completed by that group will lack in quality because not 
everyone has voiced an opinion. 
 

Communication is a third means of achieving healthy group  dynamics.  Talking about strategies for the near future, 
the purpose and vision of the coop, and the progress of  each of the members of the group are some examples.  Most 
importantly, when problems arise, the group  should talk about them, and try to conceive solutions that meet 
everyone!s concerns.  Once again, regular meetings create a basis for good communication.

Finally, it helps to get to know other members on a personal basis: get-togethers,  hanging out after meetings, going 
out on the town, etc.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, educational trips are excellent ways to learn about the 
cooperative movement and build and a strong sense of community. 
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Technical Assistance 
Unknown to many organizers getting started is the plethora of resources available at the local and statewide levels, 
which can assist organizing groups in tackling the technical aspects of cooperative development.  Starting a 
cooperative does not require magic — founders usually learn most of  what they need to know during the organizing 
process— but time and frustration can be saved by knowing allies and seeking assistance.  Most of all, talking to 
those who work regularly with the issues you will need to become familiar with, such as real estate, tenant law, 
zoning,  and other issues, will be the best way for you to not only learn what you need to know, but also to put  it  into a 
bigger context for your coop. 

Local,  statewide,  and provincial forms of technical assistance are powerful tools which organizing groups can take 
advantage of. Technical assistance and help with the more specialized aspects of housing development and legal 
structures can come from local non-profit housing organizations, cooperatives, government agencies, university 
administrations, and supportive citizens or neighborhood associations. 

One technical assistance provider that readers are probably familiar with is  NASCO Development  Services (NDS). 
While NDS works with orgaizers from across the continent, it is  a small organization that does not have the resources 
to give all the help  that is needed. Therefore, in addition to working with cooperative movement organizations, 
organizing groups should seeks assistance from others that can aid in its struggle. 

Resourcefulness and persistence are key factors in seeking out such assistance. Most organizations will not be 
familiar with the operations, governance, or finance of housing cooperatives. Furthermore,  not  everyone will be 
receptive to the concept of a cooperative, and young organizers may encounter prejudice based on their age, 
idealism, or lack of formal experience and resources. On the other hand, technical assistance providers are the best 
hope for access to such amenities as: legal and development aid, business advice, meeting space, office space and 
machinery, other resource connections, etc. Indeed, most socially-conscious people, once the concept is well-
articulated,  agree that the educational and affordability components of cooperatives contribute significantly to college 
education and accessibility, keeping neighborhoods affordable, and training people to be involved citizens. 

Organizers should delegate the responsibility of researching technical assistance to persons in the group. Yet,  it  is 
important to remember that outreach consists of  more than mere research. Effective outreach consists  of building a 
presence in the community and then approaching constituencies for support. Such work might involve taking 
advantage of local networks, tabling at  community events, organizing demonstrations, attending meetings of the 
neighborhood associations in likely locations, and communicating with local media. Once a key constituency has 
been identified, a strategy might include: phone calls, letters, visits to the office, and an invitation to a dinner potluck. 
Another approach could be to intern with a prospective organization for course credit  or volunteer hours to learn first-
hand about the issues they address and build a strong relationship. 

While the services of a technical assistance provider may be available to benefit the general public, that does not 
mean it  will be given to anyone who walks through the door and asks for it. Success can be achieved through 
convincing staff that  those involved are a group of motivated and organized human beings and that the project will 
benefit from their help and have a chance to succeed. 

There is no comprehensive master list  of technical assistance organizations across the nation that can be referenced 
to find the desired groups. But the following is a list of  some categories that will give an idea of what form these 
organizations take and where to begin looking. Some of the categories may be familiar, like a tenants!  union or 
university  housing office, and others may be foreign,  like a mutual housing association or affordable housing 
corporation. 

A place to begin looking is online.  Many universities and colleges keep records of local non-profits, or you can check 
sites like www.idealist.org or www.craigslist.org.  Further, NASCO has a limited database of cooperatives and 
technical assistance organizations, which could be helpful. Each time contact is made with an organization, ask if 
they can provide leads to other sympathetic resources. Persistence is key. After compiling a list  of potential allies, try 
a few different kinds of outreach.  For example, try practicing an “elevator pitch”, where members of your group can 
try in a minute or so to explain your main goal, how you plan to get there, and why your contact with this person can 
help get to that goal.  Or try to send out invitations for a dinner party and discussion of aspirations and goals. Often, 
people will not be interested until they know the organizers and are able relate with them as human beings. 
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Cooperatives 
A comfortable place to start  the outreach process might  be with other cooperatives in the area: a food coop, book 
coop,  community housing coop, agricultural coop, or a utility  coop. These organizations may not be familiar with the 
needs of  group equity or student cooperatives, particularly in aspects of development, but could prove to be 
enthusiastic providers of information and advice. Most of the concerns about membership  and governance will be 
very  similar for all types of coops. Local cooperatives may also be able to offer access to their office facilities,  space 
for forums, informal business advice, and cooperative education resources. 

A local housing cooperative may be willing to play the role of a “big sister coop.”  It may be willing to donate staff time 
to help inspect potential properties, offer advice on the local housing market, donate old tools and equipment, and so 
on. In many cases, these organizations can do better than NDS because they are local. They are easier to contact 
and have locally relevant information. 

Existing student cooperatives have been important sources of support for organizing groups in the past. These 
organizations,  both young and established, can be invaluable sources of information and encouragement. Many have 
a history of providing financing for organizing groups. Even if individual cooperatives are not in a position to provide 
financial support, they can use staff  and other resources to help groups grapple with the challenges of getting project 
off the ground. 

Universities 
Even though it may at times feel like a force working against  students, the university can be a valuable source of 
assistance for an organizing group attempting to start a student or campus-based coop. In the past,  universities have 
played various roles with student cooperatives, both positive and negative. On one hand, history has many stories of 
universities that have tried to exert control over the policies and lives of coop  members.  Recently, coops have had 
major conflicts with the campus administrations of UC San Diego ,  U of Florida, and Brown University. On the other 
hand, the student housing cooperative in Berkeley leases several properties from the university  at  the cost  of  only 
one dollar per year. This functions as a subsidy for the organization that  makes the housing more affordable.  
University relations remain a mixed bag for student  cooperatives, dependent on the people involved and how 
relations are conducted. 

The housing office or student affairs office are good places to begin communication.  It  is likely that  most of the 
administrators will not  know about student housing cooperatives.  Come prepared to explain the concept of 
cooperative housing and the resources the university  may be able to provide to the group. If appropriate, NASCO can 
provide pamphlets or letters of support about  coops which explain the concept and add legitimacy. Universities often 
own buildings or land in the community or on campus that could potentially benefit a cooperative. It is unlikely that the 
university  will be willing to make a commitment  at this stage, but early contact plants the seed for a future partnership 
once the organization is established. For instance, a sympathetic administration might be willing to provide financing 
when the cooperative purchases a future house. There are many possibilities. At the very least, the university can 
add the cooperative to its list of recommended housing to aid in member recruitment. 

Another useful place to visit is the community housing office. Usually  there is information on local average rents, 
tenant-landlord laws, reputable and disreputable property managers,  and lists of available housing. Because the staff 
in this division deal with community housing and are familiar with the problems associated with it, they may be 
sympathetic to the group!s cause. 

Local Housing Organizations 
Most cities and regions of  North America have at least one organization whose mission is to develop non-profit or 
affordable housing. Non-Profit development organizations, community development corporations, and community 
land trusts all have skilled staff who can answer questions and offer advice in housing development. They may refer 
you to sympathetic sources of financing or lawyers who are willing to offer their services free of cost.  Also, many 
areas have a tenants!  union which works on behalf of tenant rights. Tenant organizations will be useful in pointing out 
bad landlords, giving information on landlord-tenant law, and providing literature or statistics about local housing 
trends to reference when making the case for the need for a housing cooperative in your area. 
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Government Agencies 
Many city  governments have housing or community development programs which can be useful to organizing groups. 
Meeting with the administrators of these programs can give an indication of what kind of public resources are 
available for cooperatives, and what strings might  be attached. City governments may be able to provide funding in 
the form of grants or loans for affordable housing —even affordable student housing. And city administrators can 
provide advice on legal issues, such as zoning and housing codes, and how feasible the group!s plans are for certain 
neighborhoods.  The Community  Development Department is a good place to start,  and may have information about 
other local affordable housing providers. 

Most municipalities go through periodic planning processes where they analyze local issues, and try to match 
municipal resources to perceived problems. Making a presentation to the Planning Commission or other planning 
body about cooperative housing can help build political support. Coops have a rare combination of being affordable 
without lowering surrounding property values, being high-density and low-impact, and being easier to communicate 
with than most forms of multi-family housing.  Additionally, most cities will have an office for normal citizens to go and 
speak to city staff about the technicalities behind hat they want to do,  and these folks can help  you understand what 
you will need to do to get to your goal.  Some common key terms to ask about are “multiple unrelated persons”  living 
together, “multi-family”, or “group residence”. 

It  is also worthwhile to seek the support of the local city council. Some organizing groups have been able to use the 
support  of  council members to reform local housing and zoning codes.  At the very least, a supportive politician can be 
useful in dealing with the city administration. In many cities,  a good way to win the support of the city council is to win 
the support of the local neighborhood association. Just by showing up at neighborhood association meetings and 
being willing to talk, members of your coop will already be more engaged than 95% of the residents in the area!

State and Provincial Housing Agencies 
Most states have housing finance agencies which work to make housing financing more accessible. They sell bonds 
or use a portion of state income taxes to provide mortgage financing to individuals and organizations. Similarly, some 
cities in the US and Canada have para-municipal housing agencies or trust funds which finance or support housing 
development. The availability of these programs varies. 

Sometimes such agencies have special programs which subsidize the costs of  loans for housing which meet special 
needs or is developed by non-profit organizations. The program administrators can look over an organizing group!s 
plans and comment on whether they match the criteria for established lending or subsidy programs. They are also 
good referral points for other sources of financing. 

Project Status 
NDS “Project Status” for a cooperative or organizing group  takes the relationship  beyond the stage of investigation 
and into the stage of development. In order to be considered for as an Active Project, the group  needs to state its 
intentions and development plans. The questions are fairly straight-forward. Most committed groups have excellent 
potential to become NDS projects, and NDS staff are here to help  you through the more technical parts of creating 
your development plan.

Project  Status takes the form of a service agreement between the two organizations. It is approved by the 
cooperative!s Board of Directors or membership  and the NDS Board. The typical terms of the contract include the 
responsibilities of  each party. Generally, NDS agrees to provide administration, pursue financing, negotiate and 
arrange for purchase and/or lease agreements, start up assistance, and follow-up. The cooperative usually agrees to 
coordinate local efforts,  recruit members, and become and remain members of NASCO and NDS. The agreement will 
also describe the type of compensation NDS will receive for its services, which is typically a success fee after 
purchase. The fee is  part of  the mortgage, so the coop  does not have to raise the funds, and will only be charged if 
NDS is successful in getting you the financing that the coop needs. 

There are two additional aspects  of the agreement. The first is that the cooperative agrees to commit to "continuous 
expansion." As an organization which was designed by, and entirely funded by, the coop movement,  NDS seeks to 
strengthen that movement. Continuous expansion policies rest on the assertion that cooperatives are valuable 
contributions to their communities and that their expansion is therefore desirable. The basic idea is: the more coops, 
the better. 
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Second,  the service agreement stipulates that the cooperative participate in the cooperative movement and remain 
members of NASCO and NDS after its initial years. As a movement-funded organization, NDS asks the cooperatives 
that  it helps create to continue to support technical assistance for other organizing groups. Likewise, membership  in 
NASCO assures that the new coop has access to education, training, and consulting, beyond the initial years. Dues 
reductions are sometimes available for groups that have low funds.

Advisory Committee 
As organizers begin to build support from professionals and others in the community,  a means of formalizing this 
support  is an Advisory Committee. While many groups are interested in cooperative housing because it  provides 
member-control and empowerment, this does not mean that they should not seek outside help. As long as the 
Advisory Committee maintains an advisory capacity  —as opposed to a decision-making capacity— it will not affect 
the “cooperative” nature of the organization. 

An Advisory Committee is made up  of people from the community  that understand the benefits of cooperatives and 
have time and skills they would like to contribute. Advisors should support the group!s mission, purpose, and 
methods,  and they should be willing to provide advice and technical skills for the cooperative. An effective Advisory 
Committee might include any of the following resource people: 

• Fund-raiser: to gather financial support from the community. 
• Community leader: to help build a base of support. 
• Lawyer: to serve as a legal advisor. 
• Architect: to do some drawings for changes to potential buildings to purchase. 
• Loan officer: to provide assistance in getting loans. 
• University staff: to serve as a link and offer services. 
• Coop  staff person: to serve as a point of reference for committee members and provide advice and 
encouragement to the organizers. 

Getting Legal 
Sometime after the group has been established, action should be taken to incorporate as a non-profit  corporation or 
cooperative.  A corporation is a legal status for organizations, both for-profit  and not-for-profit,  that relieves the 
individual shareholders or members of legal responsibility. In turn, the members or shareholders elect a Board of 
Directors  that, as a body, take legal responsibility for the actions of the organization and make the decisions that 
guide those actions. 

Essentially, corporations are treated as separate “persons”, distinct from those who own, manage, operate them. 
They pay taxes, enter into contracts,  incur debt, and can sue in a court of law. Corporate debts, transactions, and 
activities may normally be advanced only against the corporate entity, not against any of the individuals associated 
with it  or their own personal assets.  Because the corporation is a “person”, the corporation and board are responsible 
in anything that might come up, instead of individual members.  If individual members,  or board members,  act in a 
way that is dishonest or negligent, they can be found to be responsible, but they will be shielded from liability for 
honest mistakes.

The organization acquires legal existence after complying with state incorporation procedures and formalities. 
Generally, this involves writing and filing a set of “Articles of Incorporation,” which state the structure and purposes, 
and a set of “Bylaws,”  which outline the governance structure of the organization. These legal documents need to be 
produced by the organizing group in order to obtain corporate status. 

There are three types of  corporations: for-profit,  non-profit,  and cooperative.  Interestingly, most student housing 
cooperatives are incorporated as non-profit corporations,  not as cooperatives. The pros and cons for this practice are 
explained below, in the “Non-Profit Status and Tax Exemption” section. 

Articles of Incorporation 
Both the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws are written in legal jargon that is initially slow to read through. But it is 
analogous to reading Shakespearean Old English: with some concentration and persistence, it can be mastered, 
even by non-literary (or non-lawyer) types. 
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Articles of Incorporation declare the nature of  a corporation to the state or province. By and large, states and 
provinces have the same basic requirements for incorporation: 

• Declare a name, which has not already been taken. 
• State the purposes of the organization.
• State a primary location of business. 
• Obtain the signatures and names of the incorporators. 

• Name the initial Board of Directors. 

• If you are non-profit, state how the assets of the coop get divided if the coop is ever dissolved

• Pay a filing fee. 

Often, additional information is required,  but is usually of a broad nature that is easily completed. The Secretary of 
State or the Secretary of Commerce are usually the departments that handle incorporation and can be found online.  
Most SoS or SoC offices now have extensive resources online, including info on all the steps that your group  will 
need to take, a list of  all fees, and contact info.   Some may also allow you to file online, download any forms, or even 
provide examples of what a properly created set of documents might look like.

Articles of Incorporation are an important factor in a corporation!s ability to receive tax exempt status from the US 
Internal Revenue Service. If a cooperative applies for tax exempt status, the IRS will look at the articles, which should 
contain several standard sections that  pertain to private inurement, dissolution of the corporation, and corporate 
purposes. These sections are in the Articles of Incorporation of almost all of the cooperatives and many non-profits in 
the United States. 

It  is  very important, in filing for incorporation, to be aware of all the options and have an informed assessment of what 
is needed to keep options open for the organization. While filing for incorporation is not particularly difficult, amending 
the Articles or the changing incorporated status once it is granted can be a time-consuming and annoying process. 
However, because the document affects the application for tax-exempt status, it is  important not to make mistakes. 
Otherwise, the IRS might second-guess the intentions of the organization, which could cause future difficulties. 

Therefore, before submitting the Articles of  Incorporation to the state or province, organizing groups should send a 
copy to NDS to look over.  Staff  members can find errors and omissions. Furthermore, an attorney specializing in non-
profit law should also review the Articles. 

Bylaws 
The Bylaws are the governance structure for the corporation. Creating a governance structure can be an empowering 
process for a democratic organization.  While all major economic organizations in the world economy have 
governance structures, they are not all accountable to the people they serve in the same way as cooperatives. As 
organizations that  are created and governed by everyday people, coops have the potential to reorient our thinking 
about economic participation. 

With this  in mind,  organizers should design governance structures that empower members and encourage 
participation in the organization. As the cooperatives grow, acquiring more properties and more members, there is the 
potential for the system to become centralized and alienating.  While this is probably a process that happens over a 
long period of time, organizers have the responsibility to get things started on the right track. 

While the Articles are a fairly standardized and brief document that  can be put together with little work, the Bylaws are 
more time-consuming. The first thing to state in the Bylaws is that the corporation is a cooperative and has members. 
The qualifications for membership are broadly described and the Board of Directors is given power to further define or 
modify. Typically, the Bylaws separate the powers of the corporation into several different groupings, bodies, or 
divisions that have powers. 

The membership  is the broadest grouping. The Bylaws will specify that the membership at  a general meeting can 
exercise all powers of the corporation. This is not to say that the membership will make all the decisions but that the 
corporation is controlled by the members, as opposed to the Board of Directors or the staff. There may be specific 
powers that can only be exercised by the membership such as amending the Bylaws, election of the Board of 
Directors, purchase or sale of property, etc. 
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Second,  the Bylaws should specify the powers of the houses, which are commonly used to decentralize the 
governance and operations. Typically, each house is given the power to operate meal plans, perform minor 
maintenance, expel members, run house meetings, choose officers, and elect a Board representative. 

Third,  the Bylaws will specify the powers of the Board of Directors. This usually includes borrowing money, accepting 
gifts,  purchasing property, controlling corporate funds, establishing committees, arbitrating between houses, 
interpreting Bylaws and Articles, and hiring employees. Often, there is also an “elastic clause” that states any powers 
not listed reside with the Board of Directors, unless otherwise decided by the membership. 

The Bylaws of the corporation, more than the Articles, will remain a reference document for the Board of Directors, as 
Board members are responsible for ensuring that the corporation is operating legally.  In this respect, Bylaws are 
much like a constitution and should be treated as such in terms of their thoughtful preparation. The guidelines 
presented in this section intend to give organizers, who often have little experience in this area, an introduction to the 
subject.  The process of writing down the purposes and structure of the future cooperative should be approached by 
organizers with vigor and an open mind. Contemporary coop organizers are in a position to build on the experience of 
the past and capturing the fresh ideas and energy of a new generation. 

Non-Profit Status and Tax-Exemption 
Organizing groups, as mentioned before, have several options in the incorporation process: incorporation as a for-
profit, non-profit, or cooperative. While it may make intuitive sense to incorporate as a cooperative, most housing 
cooperatives are incorporated as a non-profit  corporations. Cooperative laws vary from state- and-province to state-
and-province, and are generally used by agricultural cooperatives. Check with your state!s Secretary  of State to find 
out more about how cooperatives work in your area, as some states do have a classification that works very well for 
housing coops. Incorporation as a non-profit has both pros and cons. By far, though, the pros tip the scale. 

To begin with the reasons against, regulation of  non-profit corporations is more strict than that of for-profits. 
Cooperatives incorporated as non-profits must to be able to establish that the net income is not treated as profit. In 
most cases,  this means that the assets of the organization may not be given or paid, other than for services rendered, 
to any other person or organization. Depending on the type of incorporation, the activities (such as lobbying) that the 
organization may engage in will be limited.  It  does not mean that the coop  can never have extra money.  The coop 
can and should have a surplus, but that surplus is to be treated as a was to grow the coop, to protect against  loss, or 
to replace your facilities as they break down, rather than as a way of becoming wealthy.

But there are any reasons to be a non-profit.  First, as organizations operating at cost and for the benefit of everyday 
people, non-profit status fits the mission and goals of a cooperative. Second, non-profit is the only corporate category 
that  qualifies for tax exemption, which can add to affordability. Third, because the Directors of non-profit corporations 
are volunteers and cannot be paid for services rendered as Board members, most states and provinces limit the 
extent to which Directors are liable for the corporation.  These protective laws are called limited liability laws. Fourth, 
non-profit  status gives an organization the public stature accorded to non-profit, tax-exempt institutions. This allows 
the cooperative to receive charitable donations, low-interest government loans, access to special postal rates, etc. 

In the United States, the most common type of non-profit tax-exemption for housing cooperatives is under Internal 
Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). A  501(c)(3) corporation is exempt from paying any federal income tax on any 
income derived from its tax-exempt purposes. A donation to a 501(c)(3) can be taken as a deduction on the donor!s 
tax return. A 501(c)(3) can be received for charitable, literary, scientific, educational or religious purposes. Typically, a 
student cooperative applies as a charitable or educational institution, either by claiming that they provide affordable 
housing (more on how to be “affordable”  in a way which satisfies the IRS in XXXXXXXXX) or by claiming that they 
are an educational resource for students.  Coops not explicitly for students generally apply on the basis  of affordable 
housing.

A tax exempt application, can be obtained by visiting www.irs.gov or by calling 1- 800-TAX-FORM. To apply for 501(c)
(3) status,  form 1023 is needed, and form 1024 for other sections. These applications will ask for some basic 
information about the corporation, but much of what is most important to the Internal Revenue Service is information 
such as projected operating budgets and a balance sheet: information which may be difficult to generate in the early 
stages.  For this reason, you can apply for provisional 501(c)(3) status, where you state what you plan to do, and the 
IRS comes a few years later to check up on you, or permanent 501(c)(3) status, in which case you should be 
prepared to show several years of records showing that you have already been acting in the way that the IRS would 
require of you.
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Once again, as tax exempt status is extremely important, it  is strongly recommended that organizing groups have the 
NDS review the application. NDS has copies of  successful applications to follow and compare. It is also suggested 
that  groups have an attorney review the application as well. While an attorney can cost a good deal of money, the 
benefits down the road will be significant. 

It  is situations such as this that underscore the benefits of activities such as fundraising and community outreach. If a 
group has a strong presence in the community, it  is more likely to be able to find an attorney to do pro bono work, and 
if that is not possible, fundraising can help offset the amount that organizers will need to chip in out of their own 
pockets. 

Governance
Once the organization has been successfully incorporated, the Board of Directors should have its first meeting.  There 
are two aspects of governance that the Board should address at this meeting. The first is corporate governance, the 
other is house level governance. 

Corporate Governance 
The Bylaws usually define the Board of Directors, its officers, powers, and decision-making process. Still,  there are a 
number of other governance considerations to be taken into account  at the Board!s first meetings. The Board should 
ensure that it has all of the resource documents necessary to function. 

• Legal Documents: Each Board member should be provided with a copy of the Articles and Bylaws for 
reference. Board members should also have copies of budgets, Board policies, and any contracts or 
agreements the organization has entered into. If  any of these items are not present, it should be a 
priority for Board discussion. 

• Minutes: As corporate minutes are a requirement to maintain tax-exempt status for 501(c)(3) 
organizations,  it should be ensured that somebody (usually  the secretary) is recording the proceedings 
and decisions. Non-Profit organizations should keep  minutes of their proceedings to provide record of 
their decisions for future reference. Recording the decisions as well as the discussion helps to establish 
the intent of the Board, if it  is not clear from the resolution. Boards also take minutes in order to protect 
themselves in the case of legal proceedings being initiated against them. Minutes should be stored in a 
readily accessible location for access by all members of the cooperative. Finally,  Board members 
should receive copies of the preceding meeting's minutes before each meeting, and should vote to 
amend and approve minutes for the official record. 

• Policy Notebook:  A policy  notebook will prove to be helpful to the organization in the long term. 
Although it might seem of questionable value at a stage when everyone can mentally recall all of  the 
policies and resolutions of Board, a policy  notebook will be of great use to the organization as time goes 
on and there are new members and new pages of policy. This Policy notebook over time becomes the 
foundation of the training and orientation for new board members.

House Governance 
The Board should decide whether or not each house will have a governing body of  its own. In most cooperative 
systems, where several properties are owned, individual buildings have house meetings and house officers which are 
responsible for facilitating the decision-making work of the members in that building. House meetings usually consist 
of all members of  the house. Sometimes these meetings will have their own constitutions or other formalized 
structure which detail their decision-making process,  officers, and other building-specific policies. If a system is not 
composed of houses but rather, say, a high-rise apartment building, meetings can be organized by floor or other 
relevant unit. 

The cooperative should clearly establish the difference between decisions of the corporation as a whole, and those of 
each house. A  policy limiting the amount of debt any member may incur to the organization is likely to be a corporate 
policy, whereas a non-smoking policy is usually building-specific, and is thus a house policy. 

Initially, it may seem redundant to have a corporate governance system in addition to a house system, particularly if 
the cooperative begins with only one house. However, it is  illegal for the non-profit organization to exist  without a 
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Board of  Directors.  Also,  it  is  important that the cooperative maintain a body that deals with the long term needs of the 
organization. Likely, the cooperative will have only one house for just a short period of time. 

Before the first members move into a new coop, the basics of a constitution or a policy manual should be drafted to 
begin a dialogue about house governance. If  possible, the dialogue should begin beforehand. Many constitutions 
begin with a preamble which contains a version of the cooperative principles and a general statement of goals. To 
avoid future confusion, it could include descriptions of officer positions, how they will be elected,  and guidelines for 
meeting process. Whether the members choose to use consensus, majority vote, or some combination in meetings, it 
is imperative that the constitution be clear about the process. 

It  is a point of  good communication to include the responsibilities of  each member in the constitution, concerning both 
finances and house labor. Furthermore,  the house should establish a schedule for paying the house charges, the 
procedure for assessment and rebate of net income, and a means of member expulsion. While it may not seem likely 
that  a coop will need to expel a member from the house, it is helpful to have a process for dealing with problem 
members who are not living up to their responsibilities or are causing other problems. It  makes the affair less painful, 
and will make sure that the problem member has every chance to remedy the situation, preventing the coop from 
being legally vulnerable. 

Each decision-making entity should establish regular meeting times and post an agenda so that everyone has ample 
time to prepare for the issues to be considered. This is a good starting point for establishing a healthy system of 
communication and positive house dynamics.

Housing Challenges 
Market Research 

Community Research 

Neighborhood Research 

Creating a Prospectus

At some point  during the effort to bring a cooperative to life, organizers venture out into the big, bad world of real 
estate.  It!s inevitable. Some groups start researching and exploring early. Others choose to first  strengthen their core 
group culture, process, and vision. Whatever the case, the property search is a fascinating process that involves 
curiosity, persistence, tenacity, and perhaps a bit of political savvy. 

Real estate agents, public officials, university administrators, and other professionals may not always understand who 
these ambitious idealists are, what they are doing, or why they should take them seriously. However, this is not cause 
for intimidation. Organizers should be ready to stand their own ground: explain what a cooperative is, how it  will be 
achieved, and that such entities have flourished on college campuses across the continent for many years. 
Remember that laws and professions are things that were made by people and learned by people, and you can learn 
to “talk the talk”  in order to gain the respect of those you talk to.  This is one of the most empowering parts of the 
organizing process!

This  second part of the Handbook addresses a slew of  issues that will prepare organizers to overcome the 
challenges presented by the housing market. Researching the dynamics of the local community is a necessary 
starting point to the searching for property. Subsequent chapters on leasing and purchasing will address strategic and 
logistical questions relating to obtaining properties to operate as housing cooperatives.

Before leaping into the real estate market and making a hasty decision, organizers should understand the dynamics 
of the local community,  economic system, and the details of  their ideal building. Researching the housing market, the 
community context, the needs of your future members, and specific neighborhoods are important aspects of 
organizing a housing cooperative. 

Market research involves understanding the local real estate market  in terms of supply and demand, market trends, 
and resident needs. Community research fosters an understanding of context,  existing resource networks, and local 
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laws and regulations. And neighborhood research focuses the housing search to specific area that meet the group!s 
goals. 

Once organizers understand the factors affecting their venture, they are in a better position to make good decisions 
about where to look and whether or not  a specific property will work. Further, the research process poses another 
opportunity to create allies and build a broad base of support. With this knowledge in mind, organizers are well-
positioned to create a document called a prospectus to make an argument to the public about the need for 
cooperative housing. A  project  prospectus is a document that outlines contextual factors surrounding the cooperative 
such as: the need for a coop, a summary of the organization, the feasibility of  a particular site, and the details of how 
it will be accomplished.

Market Research 
Researching the real estate market provides an organizing group with an analysis of the local housing market and 
resident  needs within that market, whether the market be a campus, downtown, or just a desirable neighborhood. The 
goal is to understand the dynamics of  how supply and demand affect the lives of the students, young families, or 
other constituencies for whom the coop  may be intended. Market researchers might  ask themselves the following 
questions: 

• How much do our potential members spend on housing? 
• What other factors affect their budget? 
• What cost pressures affect these housing expenditures? 
• How do sour potential members cope with economic challenges? 
• Is there a housing crisis in our county?  In our city? In the neighborhood our members need to live in?
• Are real estate prices rising or falling? 

There are several sources of information.  Organizers may already have some sense of what  market conditions are 
like through personal experience and conversations with residents living in the area. The university may have a 
community housing office that can provide average rental rates for local student housing. The newspaper is another 
source of information, particularly the “Real Estate”  section, which provides a good idea of the property values in the 
area. And of course, www.Craigslist.org and other online resources provide a very broad and constantly updated idea 
of what housing costs are like in your area.  

Surveys are an excellent means of assessing resident needs in a particular community. The information may already 
exist,  (city or student governments will periodically perform such work), or the organizers may have to initiate the 
effort. Such a survey might incorporate the above questions into a format that is easy to quantify and has the space 
for independent comments. 

One useful tool for analyzing market conditions is vacancy rate,  which is the percentage of an area!s total available 
housing that is vacant. If an area has a 2 percent  vacancy rate, then renters that are looking for a place to live have 
only 2 percent of the area!s available housing to choose from. Conversely, the occupancy rate is the opposite of 
vacancy and refers to the total occupied units. So, a 98 percent occupancy rate is the same as a 2 percent  vacancy 
rate. 

Statistics  about an area!s vacancy and occupancy rates are useful because they indicate the shape of the local 
housing market. If an area!s vacancy rate is  low —say, 2 or 3 percent— then property values (and, thus, rent) are 
likely  to be high because an increase in demand without an increase in supply pushes up  the average price. This 
tighter housing market will lead to other things that will affect your coop.  For example, a shortage of housing leads to 
landlords being less flexible about the length of a lease, or other bargaining items aside from rent cost. Statistics on 
these issues may be available through the technical assistance organizations discussed is the previous chapter. 

Ownership patterns are also helpful to establish, particularly in smaller environments. To what extent is housing 
owned by the government,  university,  local landlords, or absentee (out-of-town) landlords? Is the situation such that 
any one of these owners effectively monopolizes the market? Researching ownership patterns can be done in some 
detail at the tax assessor!s office. The records on-file are public information and can be looked up either by owner or 
address. These records will also have the assessed value of the properties, which will likely be lower than market 
value. 
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Community Research 
Community research is a process whereby groups familiarize themselves with various aspects of their communities. 
The goal is to understand the local regulatory environment and the network of support from which housing 
cooperatives can benefit. Generally, the more knowledge organizers have about the surrounding context,  the more 
effective their efforts will be. Community research is strongly tied to the discussion about Technical Assistance in the 
previous chapter. 

Local Resources 
Programs exist at various levels of government to develop affordable housing. Public sector programs, depending on 
the priorities of local government, may be used to develop  housing cooperatives. Two programs, funded by the 
Federal government and administered at the local level are: Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) and 
HOME Funds. The disbursement of these funds varies widely, but includes both grants and low-interest loans. 

Another resources is a city master plan. Local governments frequently produce master plans to prioritize the city!s 
direction for 3 to 5 year periods. Such plans may call for allocating city funds for the creation of affordable housing. It 
may even recommend allocating provisions to address student-specific housing needs. Reading a master plan will 
help organizers understand the local political climate and, a more specifically, whether they can expect to get funding. 

Depending on whether your planned coop  is for students only,  for other specific group, or for the community at large, 
you may be eligible for certain sources of funding,  but not for others.   By contacting the city Planning Commission, 
affordable housing advocates, university officials,  or other relevant groups, you can get a better feel for what 
assistance will be available to your group.

More information about master plans and city programs can be obtained through the city departments listed in the 
Technical Assistance section of the previous chapter. 

Building Codes 
City and regional building codes can profoundly affect the process of looking for property.  Zoning codes are 
essentially  a means of dividing a community into numerous property zones;  examples are: industrial, commercial, 
and residential. Each of these zones is divided by density and other permitted uses. Density codes include: high, 
medium, and low density. The average suburban neighborhood composed of single family homes is an example of 
low density zoning. Urban areas,  or areas consisting of apartment buildings and similar structures are examples of 
higher density zoning. 

In an effort to use space more efficiently, many communities adopt a mixed-use code, often in a downtown location. 
The code usually consists of a retail space on the bottom floor and living space on top  levels. It has recently been 
creatively  adopted by affordable housing providers to use the income provided by the retail space to subsidize the 
housing space.  Coop organizers could use such a code to create a mixed-use cooperative, with, say,  a member-run 
business on the bottom floor, and cooperative housing on the top. Organizers should look for high density areas 
because in order to make the housing affordable, the building!s space needs to be populated as densely as possible. 
A map of local building codes can be obtained from the city administration (Housing Department, Community 
Development  Department, Zoning Board, or Planning Commission). Likewise, cities often publish a zoning code 
handbook that lists specific properties and gives an overview of local zoning codes. 

An important zoning restriction for coop organizers is commonly called the “unrelated persons restriction.”  This 
restriction limits the number of unrelated adults that may live in a housing unit. Such restrictions are often aimed at 
limiting student housing in a certain locale. The existence of such a zoning code will have a great impact  on where 
organizers look for property and the overall feasibility of the project for any type of group-housing coop, but will not 
affect apartment or co-housing style cooperatives nearly as much. 

Neighborhood Research 
Neighborhood research involves applying market and community research to specific neighborhoods. The goal is to 
locate neighborhoods which match the group!s goals. So, for instance, a neighborhood that is zoned for high density, 
multi-family, residential use has the kind of characteristics that an organizing group  is looking for. Another factor to 
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consider is the property  values of the area. One can get an idea of a neighborhood!s property values by surveying 
buildings currently for sale. Also, student organizers should consider how accessible a neighborhood is to campus; 
either through close proximity or convenient public transportation. Affordable community housing coop developers 
should look into similar factors, such as accessibility to public transit, clusters of jobs, and other amenities which will 
serve your future members.

Typically, communities are composed of some neighborhoods that are more affordable than others. Most  of the time, 
“affordable”  neighborhoods are that way for a reason (i.e. the housing is “less desirable”  to mainstream consumers). 
“Less desirable” could mean that the housing stock is deteriorated. Or it could mean that it  is next to an airport  that is 
extremely noisy. Students can also make a neighborhood “less desirable.” Neighborhoods are usually considered 
“less desirable” due to a combination of factors. 

Some issues to consider when researching potential neighborhoods are as follows:

• What are characteristics of the neighborhood? Public transit? Shops and restaurants? Close to campus? 
• Is it in an area in which your future members will want to live? 
• Is the organizing group going to focus specifically on searching for a house or an apartment building? Or will 
it consider both?  Warehouse/Loft space?  Empty motels?  Vacant school or nursing homes?
• What will be the size of  the first building? Estimates of the optimal size for small group democracy range from 
five to twenty-five. Successful new coops aim for the high end of this spectrum to maximize bulk food buying 
power and minimize the effects of member turnover. 

Creating a Prospectus 
The goal of all of this research is to develop arguments which you can use to convince decision makers of the 
importance and feasibility of your cooperative housing project.  The normal format  for these arguments is a 
prospectus - a written proposal package which lays out  the context and details of  your plans for a housing 
cooperative.  

The prospectus is more than just a report on your research. It is a statement  about your vision,  your understanding 
about the needs and justifications for resident-controlled housing, and your plans for the near and distant future.  A 
basic prospectus can be modified as your group begins to find properties, becoming a project proposal which you can 
submit to bankers, University administrators, municipal officials and other potential sources of support.

Leasing Property 
Lease Strategy 

Lease Logistics 

Leasing property may seem like a counter-intuitive way to start  a coop.  After all,  isn!t “We Own It”  a coop slogan?  
Well, yes.  But it depends on how you define “it”.   It can be easy to forget the the coop  and the building are two 
different things.  Ideally the members own the coop, and the coop  owns the building.  But even in situations where the 
coop  is leasing a building, the members still own the coop, and can make decisions for how to run the coops.  It is 
true that there are limitations which the owner of the property may place on the coop  as their landlord.   On the other 
hand, if the coop  buys a building,  the bank and other interests may have more control over how the coop uses the 
building than the members might think.

Sometimes it  is  necessary to rent –especially for new housing coops. Two primary reasons that groups choose to rent 
housing before purchasing is that they don!t have funds or cannot find a building that is feasible and for sale. 
Conventionally, banks expect a 20 percent down payment on a building and organizing groups usually don!t have it. 
Even when an established cooperative is willing to lend the down payment to a group,  many banks think that lending 
to a group just getting started, especially if the members are young or students, is risky, or that coops are weird. 

Another reason that organizing groups rent instead of own is that  it allows a period of  time to create a process for 
functioning as a group  and operating as a business. It is a long jump from organizer to non-profit manager. A leasing 
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period creates the space for the group to transform itself into a well established housing cooperative with a plan for 
the future.

Lease Strategy 
In the US and Canada, eighty percent of new small businesses go under in the first three years. Likely, the number is 
even greater for student or youth-oriented businesses because of a relative lack of experience and a high turnover 
rate.  Cooperatives that are successful learn to think about themselves as economic organizations that will exist well 
into the future and plan for the challenges it will hold. 

An Organizational Step 
Leasing a building can provide an organizing group with the opportunity to plan and build an organizational structure 
and culture. Coupled with the fact that it is difficult to find a building that will be affordable and meet the needs of a 
housing cooperative, it is clear why leasing is a common development method. Living in the same household 
provides an excellent space for meetings to deal with house issues (such as creating a labor system) and business 
issues (such as writing the Articles Incorporation, Bylaws, and looking for properties). Additionally, cooperative living 
saves time and money for organizers struggling through school, starting families, or beginning their careers. 

While an informal cooperative living situation provides a good space to tackle just  about any organizing task, 
particular importance should be given to the task of fundraising because it relates directly to the purchase of property. 
Small cooperatives do themselves well by creating a development fund to save for the down payment  of  their first 
purchase, which is typically  20 percent of the purchase price.  Even raising 10% will make your coop more likely to 
find help from other coops or from sellers who may be sympathetic to your goals.  

If  there is no funding outside of the initial member share investment, the down payment must be borrowed, which 
makes the housing less affordable. A development fund, no matter what size, will subsidize the mortgage and bring 
down the amount of money borrowed, thus each mortgage payment, and each person!s rent. There are many 
creative fundraising strategies a group can use for the first purchase.  See the Campus Organizing section of the 
chapter on “Organizing a Core Group” for ideas and inspiration. 

A step beyond “informal”  cooperative housing would be an intentionally leasing cooperative.  In this case, the 
cooperative is the “person” that leases the property, and then each of the coop members sublease their space from 
the coop.  This allows the coop  to build a history as a business, and also means that the responsibility for the lease 
does not fall on any one or more persons in the group.  Some landlords who are not  experiences with leasing to 
corporations may be nervous about the residents names not appearing on the lease.  If they will not budge from this 
position, try to find out if the coop  can become one of the names on a lease, in addition to the names of the individual 
residents.

A Development Model 
The lease strategy for housing cooperatives can also be viewed as a development model. The model can be 
characterized as a five to ten year period of leasing a large number of buildings from property owners and managing 
the buildings as cooperative housing, effectively making it  a cooperative management organization. During this period 
of rapid “lease expansion,” the organization is able to hire several staff members and build a sizable development 
fund by setting the rent income from each building leased a few percentage points above the actual cost of the lease. 

This  development model addresses two prominent problems in the coop  sector: lack of  capital and lack of capacity to 
hire staff. The lack of capital refers to the fact that  organizing groups usually do not have the funds to make a down 
payment of around 20 percent of  purchase price. The lack of capacity  to hire staff is another issue. Because there is a 
high turnover rate in student communities (approximately  every four years), student cooperatives experience chronic 
instability. For similar reasons, non-student coops tend to lose organizational memory when members leave due to 
burnout,  change of family status, or to pursue a budding career. Such instability, coupled the common challenges 
faced by new businesses, can lead to the demise of the organization. 

Some coops have addressed this problem by hiring a staff  person to assist in coordinating the affairs of the 
organization. A permanent staff person ensures that basic tasks such as bookkeeping and new member recruitment 
get done, and gives the coop some organizational memory from year to year. However,  many new coops are unable 
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to afford staff because of low funds, or unable to keep staff due to turnover. Thus, members of small coops quickly 
learn that money and member retention are at the roots of many problems of the organization. 

One means of  addressing the lack of staff funding is to lease a large number of buildings,  budget for a net income 
from each project, and use that  income to fund a staff position. While, historically, many student cooperatives have 
leased to further their development,  a special example is  the cooperative serving students of the University of 
California at Santa Barbara. (See the text box for an organizational profile.) UHRP, in the early years, did nothing but 
leasing cooperatives and viewed itself a “cooperative management organization.”  This example effectively illustrates 
the power of leasing. 

University Options 
The University is another leasing strategy for organizing groups. While this option wholly depends upon the attitude of 
the university towards unconventional means of providing student housing, it  is just  as worthy as any other possibility 
for assistance. The University Students!  Cooperative Association (USCA), clearly illustrates how a University can 
support affordable student housing.

The USCA in Berkeley, California is a non-profit organization that owns most of its buildings it  operates. In addition to 
these buildings, however, the USCA also leases several buildings and plots of land from the university at below 
market rate, sometimes at only 1 dollar per year. These partnership agreements function as a subsidy that make the 
housing more affordable. In addition,  the USCA  gives students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds priority 
for membership. See the text box for an organizational profile. 

As mentioned in the “Moving Forward” chapter, historically, university involvement  with student  cooperatives has 
been a mixed bag. Sometimes they can impose their will on the coop with effects that would dramatically hinder the 
organization!s well-being. Other times,  seeing coops as an educational partner, they can work with them to enhance 
educational accessibility. 

Lease Logistics 
In addition to strategic issues related to leasing cooperatives, there are some nuts and bolts issues consider before 
any agreements are signed. The process is actually  fairly straight-forward and most of  the issues that  arise can be 
addressed through common sense. However, as a primer for further thought, organizers should think about the 
process of looking for rental properties and signing a lease. 

Looking for Property 
There are many factors influencing the search for property to lease, most significantly, the group!s vision for the coop 
they want.  The types of group-housing appropriate buildings that exist in the typical market include: apartments, large 
houses (often former rooming houses), university dorms, sorority or fraternity buildings,  bed & breakfasts, convents,  
nursing homes, and so forth. There are many places to look for rental housing, both conventional and 
unconventional.  One factor to remember is that real estate agents deal with rental housing as well as property for 
sale.  Refer to the “Looking for Property” section in the following chapter for a more detailed discussion on the process 
of looking for property. 

One factor that is different for leasing property is  rehabilitation. It is not financially wise to invest money in the rehab of 
a building that a group  will be using for only a few years. Groups may sign a “master-lease”  for the building that gives 
them responsibility for minor maintenance repairs, but it  should be noted that major upkeep of the building is the 
owner!s responsibility.  The definitions of  “major upkeep”  and “minor maintenance”  should also be made clear ahead 
of time.  the owner!s responsibility for major upkeep  is one of the biggest advantages of leasing a property, so make 
sure that the coop  is given the freedom to do what the members need to, but without being stuck replacing a roof, 
foundation, or other major expense.

Signing a Lease 
It  is important to understand the legal issues involved with entering into lease agreements. A  lease is a written,  legal 
agreement  between an organizing group  and a property owner. It specifies the rights of the tenant and the owner!s 
rights  as landlord. The group can either take part  as an incorporated organization (which is held responsible) or the 
actual persons can enter into the agreement and take personal responsibility. If the members do put their names on 
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the lease, they should realize that they are legally responsible for paying all charges related to the agreement, and do 
whatever they can to make sure the coop is a party on the lease in order to build a history as an organization. 

An important aspect of the lease agreement is the monthly rental rate. Before signing, the group  should analyze how 
many people can legally live in the building. Also,  consider which bedrooms will be singles, doubles, and triples. How 
much will each person pay at the rates that are offered? Will people live in these spaces? Would you? 

Create a trial budget. Remember to budget money for things such as food, utilities,  business expenses, vacancies 
(use 5% or higher as an estimate), minor maintenance, cooperative education, and development. If the spaces can 
be realistically rented at market rates or lower, then the project is feasible to lease. When trying to figure out what 
“market rents” are, online listings can be a good way to try and figure this out.   Members will be quick to point out that 
there will always be a cheaper option than the coop.  But this does not mean they are better values than the coop.  
Try comparing the coop!s rent (minus the cost of food and utilities) to other housing options such as a rented room in 
a house with roommates, an efficiency apartment,  a room in a dorm, and other options.  Do these other options come 
with food?  Do they include utilities?  What  other amenities do they include?  Try using a few different ways of 
measuring the value of the coop to find out where you fit into the prices in the area.

Sometimes owners are willing to negotiate the lease price. Prices are often set above what the owner is really wants 
in anticipation that  the renter will negotiate. To an extent, it  depends upon the market conditions. In a housing market 
that  has a high vacancy rate, landlords will set prices higher that what  they expect to get in anticipation of picky 
tenants. Conversely, in a tight market for tenants, owners will not be as willing to negotiate. 

Depending on the local market conditions and the housing stock, it may also be possible to negotiate a lower rental 
price because the group is  assuming responsibility for renting the whole building. This is called master-leasing, and is 
sort  of like a bulk discount on housing. Professional property  managers normally  charge about  6 to 7 percent of a 
property's income. As a coop  group will be assuming the management responsibilities (filling the vacancies, minor 
maintenance,  marketing, etc), and this percentage can be used to reduce rates and fund an operating budget. It  is 
essential that the group is willing to do the recruitment work necessary to assure that vacancies are low. Otherwise, 
the cost of empty spaces will be assumed by the members. 

Lease agreements are usually contracted for a one year term.  However, something called an “option” can be added 
to the lease, which gives the option to renew the lease next year. This gives the group  first dibs on leasing the 
following year, contingent on being a good tenant (i.e. paid the rent on time, no maintenance disasters).  An option 
gives the cooperative a some extra room, if it hasn!t found a house to buy or is not ready. Renting the same house 
from year to year can also lend stability to the organization.  If at all possible, try to find out  if  the landlord is willing to 
enter into a longer lease than one year.   This provide even more stability for your group  in its early stages, allowing 
the energy of the group to be focused on creating a coop culture an planning for your eventual purchase of a 
permanent home.  

There are also a few more unusual terms that can be included in a lease which can help the coop  plan for the future.  
One is the “Right of First Refusal”.   This is a clause which can be placed in a lease which states that if the owner 
decides to sell the property during the time that you still hold your lease, the coop will have the chance to purchase 
before a third party  would.  The terms of this purchase would, to some extent, be laid out in the lease clause, and the 
coop would have a specified amount of time to meet the terms of the ROFR before the seller could go to third parties.

Another option for a lease involves a “lease to own”  scenario.  There are several ways that this can be set up, but one 
of the more common would involve the coop  paying a certain amount above the monthly cost of the lease.  This extra 
amount  would build up  over the course of the time that the coop  uses the property, and would become some or all of 
the down-payment of the property at some point in the future.

Finally, a deposit  will be required for any lease. There are usually legal limits on the size, which may include any of 
the following: security deposit,  cleaning deposit, utilities deposit, and/or last  month!s rent. Consult with a local tenant!s 
union to find out the limit for a specific area, and the terms on which the deposit must be returned.
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Purchasing Property 
Looking for Property 

Negotiation 

Inspection and Appraisal 

Financing the Project 

Getting Loans 

Closing the Deal 

To some people in the cooperative movement,  purchasing property is “the point”  of organizing a housing cooperative. 
This  position holds that while there are certain benefits of living in a community, the point is really purchasing 
buildings,  acquiring equity,  and developing more buildings. While there is no single, monolithic “point”  to organizing a 
housing cooperative, purchasing property certainly weighs in heavily on a scale of importance.

Of course,  the experience of community organizing,  learning how to run a business or non-profit, civic engagement, 
and democratic living are, perhaps, equally important to owning property. With the benefits of collectively  purchasing 
property  come the challenges of achieving this monumental task. It  is no small affair for a group of often 
overcommitted organizers to incorporate as a non-profit organization, formulate a system of operations, find a 
property  feasible for purchase, and obtain financing from conventional and/or alternative lenders. Furthermore, there 
is the equally monumental task of successfully operating the cooperative in the long-term (recruiting new members, 
making mortgage payments, purchasing more properties) as the original organizers go on to other things and the 
founding energy dissipates. 

This  chapter addresses the critical technical challenges that an organizing group  will tackle during their struggle. 
Issues such as the property search, real estate professionals, financing, and signing the agreement are discussed in 
a manner that  makes them understandable and accessible to people who are just  learning. Once a group begins this 
process,  the Handbook!s earlier emphasis on research and organization will become crystal clear. Such preparation 
is critical to understanding the issues involved with purchasing.

Looking for Property 
Before an organizing group begins the property search, participants should establish the characteristics they are 
looking for in a building. A productive group  exercise is a brainstorm session to create a profile of the ideal building. 
The following questions will bring the right issues to the table and may inspire further discussion: 

• How many people will live there? 
• Should the building have a group kitchen or at least a big kitchen? 
• How much (or how many) common area/s should there be? 
• Is space for parking necessary, both in practical and legal terms? 

• What is the ideal mix of singles and doubles?

• Is yard space necessary? 

The next step  after the ideal has been created is  throw it away. Not literally, but organizing groups should be aware 
that  the building they find will probably not be their ideal because of the difficulty of finding feasible buildings suited for 
cooperatives. Nonetheless, it is useful for group  members to know their preferred characteristics so they are able to 
recognize them during the property search. Be aware,  though, that there may be properties which have all of the 
necessary characteristics,  but do not fit the model of  what your members think they are looking for.  In many areas, 
groups may be focused on finding big funky buildings with lots of character, and assume that apartments, multiple 
house structures, nursing homes, or other buildings won!t  work for them.  But by keeping an open mind, and focusing 
on the needs of the group, rather than a set idea of the type of building you are looking for, you will have a better 
chance of finding a space that best fits the coop!s needs.

There are certain kinds of buildings that organizing groups should consider because they well-suited to meet the 
needs of a group house. Sorority and fraternity houses tend to make good student cooperatives because most are 
large and well-suited for group  living, and are near campus. Other possibilities include: rooming houses,  convents, 
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bed & breakfasts, and houses that have been subdivided into apartments. Redesigning such buildings into a group 
house can make rates more affordable. Choosing one central kitchen and turning remaining kitchens into bedrooms 
will increase the number of people paying for the total mortgage and, consequently, each individual!s rent will be 
lower. Places to check are the university housing office, newspapers, flyers on campus, and property management 
firms. 

Relating to group!s ideal living situation are the various zoning laws must be taken into consideration. Zoning laws are 
regulations concerning the way in which property may be used,  such as group housing,  multi-family, single family, 
retail,  office, etc. Refer to the Community Research section of the “Doing the Homework”  chapter for a more thorough 
discussion on this subject. 

Real Estate Agents 
An effective tool in the property  search is a real estate agent, who can help  by guiding organizers through the housing 
market.  Groups can communicate their property  needs to the agent, who will come up  with a list of properties  which 
generally adhere to those specifications. Real estate agents can also provide information concerning the general 
market,  and are some of the most likely people to know about the availability of appropriate group-housing properties. 
If  sympathetic, they may prove to be a good teacher of the ins and outs of  local real estate. Compensation is 
commonly provided in the form of a commission once a purchase is made and will ultimately be added to the total 
amount of the mortgage. 

It  is important to note that while real estate agents are licensed by the state and fairly closely  regulated, they are 
agents of the sellers of property. Principally,  their interest rests  sealing the deal, and in getting a high selling price for 
the properties they are showing because the commission is based on a percentage of the selling price. Thus, while 
real estate agents may be more or less friendly and helpful, it is worthy to be mindful of the relation of competing 
interests. 

Nevertheless,  both for reasons discussed above and because obvious suspicion can damage your relationship  with 
the realtor, it  is appropriate to maintain a professional working relationship with a real estate agent. An advisable 
approach is to take what is said with a grain of salt  and critically examine the situation in later discussion.  In addition, 
members of an Advisory Committee could prove useful in analyzing the situation. 

Finding a real estate agent is not very difficult. Because they work by commission, agents are usually interested in 
potential new clients, which has both advantages and disadvantages.  It  means that cold calling an agent will almost 
always get  a response, but  also that the agent may not know much about student or cooperative housing. However, 
real estate agents do exist who specialize in commercial rental property or perhaps even group housing.

While they are integral to the property search, it is important not to rely purely on real estate agents. Proactive 
organizers who have built a support network will use it as the extended eyes and ears of the property search. 
Administrators,  non-profits, community people, and friends supportive of the organizing group can play a very 
productive role. Other places to look might include the office of Greek life, a current or former landlord, and, of 
course, classified listings online. Owners who don!t want to pay a real estate commission often advertise in the paper 
or in online classifieds. 

Devising a Search Method 
A method for examining potential building should be devised by the organizers. This method might include dividing 
responsibilities among group members such as: making a floor plan to keep track of how many rooms are singles, 
doubles,  triples; keeping a special eye out for maintenance considerations, such as leaky roofs, critters, cracks, loose 
bricks,  and the like; and calculating quick feasibility check. Another member responsibility is researching building 
codes, ownership, and the value of other buildings in the neighborhood.  In addition to whether or not it is a desirable 
place to live, each building should be examined for maintenance problems, legality, and financial feasibility. 
Successful organizers are curious, critical, and talk to as many people as possible. The following is a list of questions 
to consider when looking for property: 

• Is it in good condition? Roof? Foundation? Paint job? Heater/AC? 
• Is the water pressure good? 
• Is the house weather-proofed? 
• Are there mice, rats, bugs, or other critters? 
• Does the layout of the house balance community common space with privacy for members? 
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• What size is the kitchen?  Is there enough food prep and storage space?

• Does the kitchen adjoin to a common room? 
• What is the neighborhood like? 

All of this information is useful in determining whether a building is feasible to be used as a housing cooperative. 
While there are many factors affecting whether a building will work as a cooperative, feasibility is the most important. 
In order to work with NDS and be eligible for most coop  funding sources, it is standard for staff  to come to the site to 
examine the building and perform a detailed feasibility analysis, or “crunch the numbers.” 

Often it takes years for groups to find a building that is feasible to purchase. After looking for properties for an 
extended period of time, organizers develop  an eye for good cooperatives. In fact, many begin to see the world in 
terms of potential coop buildings. They stop each time they find a large building, map out which neighborhoods would 
work for multiple developments, and know that because a building is not officially on the market does not mean the 
owner won!t consider. Property records are kept at city hall or the housing department, where one can research the 
owner or property management firm. A tour can be arranged through an agent or property owner. 

Negotiation 
After a desirable building is found, the next step  is negotiating a price.  The negotiation process begins with the 
submission of a purchase offer, also known as a sales agreement.  The purchase offer is an offer to buy a piece of 
property  under certain conditions, with certain stipulations. It is submitted to the seller of a piece of property for 
consideration.  They may respond by accepting the purchase offer, or, more likely, by submitting an edited version of 
the offer, known as a counter-offer.  When negotiating prices and going through the counter-offer process, it  is 
important to be aware of what the coop  can and should afford, and be willing to walk away.  Giving up on buying your 
first choice of property is a real setback for the group, but it is much better than being stuck in a bad mortgage.

Purchase offers and sales agreements are accompanied by earnest money, which is typically about two to three 
percent  of the purchase price. Earnest money serves as a deposit with the seller,  establishing a serious intent to 
purchase the property. It differs from a down payment in that down-payments are part of the actual purchase. If the 
purchase happens, the earnest money usually becomes part of the down-payment. If the coop  backs out of the 
purchase for reasons not covered by the purchase offer, the earnest money is typically  lost.  Aside from these 
technical considerations, though, is  the fact that an organizing group  must supply this earnest money in advance of 
the purchase. Again, this is a situation in which building a strong network of community contacts can pay off: 
supporters often have the resources to provide a loan or grant for part or all of this money. In some situations, NDS 
can arrange a loan from an established cooperative for the earnest money. 

Purchase offers, if accepted, make certain commitments to the seller. In summary, a purchase offer states: 

• The amount the group is willing to pay 
• When it would like to take possession 
• The type of financing being sought 
• That taxes and utilities will be pro-rated (appropriately divided) 
• Protects the buyer against partial ownership claims and unspecified repairs on the property 

Purchase offers also contain various contingencies. These contingencies are items that the buyer and/or seller must 
have resolved before the purchase can go forward. The most common contingency is for financing, which gives the 
buyer a period in which it has to find a source willing to lend money to buy the building (usually 60 days). Other 
contingencies might include: approval by the cooperative!s Board or general membership, approval of the agreement 
by an attorney, a thorough inspection by contractor, a valid Certificate of  Occupancy, termite inspection, or other 
factors that may affect the feasibility of the project. 

If  the purchase offer is accepted and signed by both parties, it is important for organizers! to be cognizant of their 
obligations and ensure they are fulfilled. An important obligation is the stipulation that the buyer keep the seller 
informed of efforts to obtain financing. Purchase agreements have this stipulation to protect sellers from people who 
are not serious in making an offer on their property and to be fair by keeping them aware of difficulties which may 
make compliance with the agreement impossible. This requires that the real estate agent be notified, in writing, if 
there are significant changes in the financing as planned, or in the timeline initially projected. As NDS is normally 
responsible for arranging the financing, it takes much of the responsibility for informing the seller of these changes. 
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Finally, it is  important for organizers to keep NDS informed of any on-site developments which may affect the 
purchase agreement, even though staff usually  maintain a high on-site presence. However, this  does not guarantee 
that  NDS has knowledge of everything that transpires. Generally, the more effort invested into healthy 
communication, the less mistakes that are made. 

Inspection and Appraisal 
The first stage in obtaining financing is assessing the value and condition of the property, which is done through an 
appraisal and a property inspection. As stipulated by the buyer in the purchase agreement, the inspection insures that 
the property is in satisfactory physical condition. It also identifies what kind of rehabilitation will need to be done to the 
property. Hopefully, the inspection will not find anything unexpected. If major problems are discovered, the feasibility 
analysis should be modified. Depending on the situation, the group may need to submit a new offer, or even start 
looking for a different property. An inspection should be performed by an independent housing inspector who will do 
the type of inspection desired by the buyer. Independent inspections commonly  cost a few hundred dollars, and the 
findings are not public. Inspections usually focus on the following: 

• grading, drainage, landscaping, fences, paved areas, retaining walls, recreational facilities, garage 
• exterior walls, insulation, doors, windows, porches, decks, steps 
• roofing, vents, hatches, skylights, gutters, downspouts, chimneys 
• crawl space or basement: construction, settlement, water penetration, termites, rot 
• attic: access, ventilation, insulation, signs of leakage, fire safety 
• interior: walls, floors, ceilings, fireplace, stove, stairs, closets, fire safety 
• electrical system 
• plumbing system 
• heating and cooling systems 
• kitchen and bathrooms 

An inspector is hired by the buyer to inspect anything of concern in addition to the standard list.  Inspectors should 
also be asked to estimate what it will cost for each repair that needs to be done.  It is smart to get more than one 
estimate for major rehabilitation projects that you become aware of as a result of the inspection. A feasibility analysis 
is not solid until after the inspection and rehab estimate, which makes the viability of any project uncertain. 

An appraisal is an estimate of the value of the property by a certified expert. It is information that financial institutions 
will need to know in considering loans. The appraiser considers these options and estimates the market value 
accordingly.  Most of the time, one of the contingencies that gets covered in a purchase agreement is that the building 
gets  appraised to be worth at least as much as the asking price.  If something comes out of the appraisal showing the 
value to be lower than the asking price, your group would submit a new purchase agreement. Appraisers commonly 
estimate the value of a building using the methods listed below.

• Replacement Cost: How much would it cost to replace the current facilities? 
• Market Data: How much are comparable properties in the local market selling for? 
• Income Approach: What value will a property with this income support? 

Financing the Project

Feasibility 
An important step  in housing development is establishing that  a property can be suitably put to use as a housing 
cooperative.   This applied research is aimed at producing information which you can use to decide whether a building 
meets the needs of your group (in terms of affordability), as well as to convince banks and other sources of financing 
that a property is feasible. 

Occupancy 
Can the building be legally occupied and used for the purposes that you desire? Key sources of information for 
assessing occupancy issues include: 
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• How is the building currently used? If it's a group  housing, or has multiple units, that's a good indication. How 
many people does it currently house? 
• Zoning and building departments - go to the City and ask for information on a particular property,  its zoning, 
and what legal uses are eligible under that zoning designation (you're probably looking for something in the 
multiple-family/apartment/rooming house range). You'll also want to find out  if there is a maximum number of 
people who can live in the building - that'll be key when it comes time to look at the financials. Many cities now 
list zoning and other information about a property  online (try looking for “zoning”,  the name of your city, and 
GIS in a search).

Other factors that might impact legal occupancy of  a property include lot size, number of  off-street parking spaces, 
rules on use of basement or attic spaces, and requirements for adequate light, ventilation, and accessibility (or 
“egress”) of  sleeping rooms. You will also need to find out whether your municipality has restrictions on the number of 
“unrelated persons” who can live together, as this will affect the occupancy of some properties. 

Sources and Uses of Funds 
Also known as a “Development Budget”, this  is where you come up with the ticket price for purchasing the building. A 
quick way to do this is as follows. Taking a piece of paper, : 

• On one side list  of all of the costs that are involved with turning the building into a working coop house. 
Include an estimated purchase price, any rehabilitation work that you think might be necessary, furniture and 
appliances, anything else that seems relevant, and then add 10% for miscellaneous contingency items. Only 
count  the one-time expenses involved with purchasing and starting the coop. Total these items - they are 
known as the uses of funds. 

 
• On the other side, list all of the sources of financing and their terms. An easy place to start is to assume that 
you'll need a bank mortgage for about 75-80% of the cost of the project - so take 80% of  the total ticket price 
from the other side (the terms of  a bank mortgage are usually a loan for 20 years or so at about 8% interest 
right now).  The remainder is risk financing that you'll have to drag up from somewhere. Does your organization 
have cash in the bank? How much of your current building can you use as equity (what  do you owe on its 
mortgage vs. what it is worth - you can count that as cash in hand when it comes time to go to a bank)? Are 
there City programs to help  affordable housing (the terms of these will vary)? Will the University consider 
financing part of the cost? Could you get a loan from an existing cooperative (possibly up  to $50,000 as a 
loan)?  Are there private persons that your members could borrow the money from, and then pass the loan 
through to the coop? Total these - they are the sources of funds. 

The sources and uses need to match!! If they don't you probably don't have enough funds, and need to find some 
more.  Or you need to evaluates the uses for your capital, to see whether you need to negotiate a lower purchase 
price or perhaps change the amount  of rehabilitation that you are planning for the building. Finding sources of funds 
is often the largest hurdle which a new housing cooperative needs to tackle in starting or expanding. Don!t let this 
stop you from analyzing properties; try making some assumptions about sources of funds, and then work later on 
Cashflow (aka an Operating Budget). 

Finally, you need to see if the building can generate enough money to cover the costs of running it. Take another 
piece of paper and: 

• On one side total up all of the revenue that you can expect from the building in the space of one year. For 
housing coops, this is almost entirely rent  (assuming that food and utility charges are a part of your rent). 
Look at  each space in the house, and determine what you could reasonably charge for it. Total the rent for 
each month, and come up with a gross figure for the whole year. In a student  organizing group, if the 
summer housing market is significantly different, you will need to do two different sets of revenue, one for 
school year and one for summer. 

• On the other side, total up all of the expenses that you can expect to incur in a single year.  Look at two 
separate types of expenses: 

i) Debt Service - if your Sources of Funds includes borrowed money (loans, mortgages, etc),  and it  will, 
you need to calculate and itemize the annual payments that each loan will require (there are 
amortization books or programs that can help with this, or your spreadsheet can do it). 
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ii) Operating expenses - Usual categories of  expenses include: property taxes, heating, electricity, 
water,  and maintenance. You can either get figures from the previous owner, or try and estimate them 
based on your current building. 

Only worry about accuracy to the degree that you can. Try to estimate costs in a way that you can defend if  you need 
to,  but don't worry about having every single cost pinned down just yet. Subtract total expenses from total revenue. If 
the amount is positive, you're probably looking at a building that will work as a coop. If the amount is negative, you 
need to look closely at how you can make this building support  itself. Possible strategies include increasing the 
number of people in the building paying rent, eliminating unnecessary expenses, or changing the structure of the 
sources and uses of funds to lower the debt service expenses. 

If  all three of these elements come into place (occupancy, sources & uses, and cashflow), then the building is 
probably feasible.  Don't be surprised if it's  not,  though. It  can take a long time to find a building which will work as a 
coop. 

Financing new housing cooperatives is one of the most difficult  aspects of  the development process. Obtaining loans 
from conventional lenders is  often very difficult,  even when a group  has obtained the funds for a down payment. The 
cooperative movement, however, has access to some resources from within the greater coop community to finance 
new coops. 

Mortgage Financing 
Financing the purchase of property is generally done through a mortgage loan. A  mortgage loan is a loan that is made 
“against”  the property which the group is purchasing. This means that the property being purchased serves as 
collateral which can be repossessed if the new cooperative defaults on its loan payments.

Mortgages typically provide a maximum of 75 percent of the financing for any given purchase.  This gives banks 
protection in the case of defaults: they are very likely to get 75 percent of  the value of the house through a resale 
after repossession. The remaining 25 percent of internal capital and other financing also tells the bank that other 
people have enough confidence in the buyer!s ability to pay, to risk their own money. The 25 percent is considered 
the cooperative!s down-payment. 

Another attribute of mortgage financing for new cooperatives is that, often, it is at a variable rate, which means that 
the interest rate of the loan is tied to prevailing market rates and subject  to go up  and down. This is unlike a typical 
home owner mortgage which is fixed and has the same payments throughout the loan. The rates can change 
monthly, yearly, every three years, five years, etc.  Generally, this makes planning for the coop  very difficult.  Banks 
will generally give a fixed rate to new coops, although the fixed rate will be higher than the lower end of  the variable 
rate.

Loans also have two lengths attached to them. The first is  the amortization of the loan. This refers to the length of 
time it would take to pay off the loan in monthly installments, which is commonly 20 years. The longer the 
amortization the smaller the monthly payment —but more payments are scheduled to be made and therefore the 
more total interest paid. 

The second length of time is the term, which is the length time that  the buyer will be paying off the loan (is not 
necessarily  the same as the amortization).  For example, the loan might have payments figured on a 30 year 
amortization, but with a term of 5 years and so it will need to be paid off at the end of 5 years (this is called a “balloon 
payment”).  This is done because the lender does not want their money committed for an extended period of time or is 
unsure of the buyer!s ability to be consistent in loan payments.  Usually, the cooperative will either extend the loan or 
get a new one. 

Subsidiary Financing 
Historically, obtaining subsidiary financing, the remaining 25 percent  of the loan, has posed a difficult problem for new 
cooperatives, which is discussed in the previous section. In NDS projects, subsidiary financing is most successfully 
obtained from the limited resources within the cooperative movement:  established cooperatives, the Kagawa Fund, 
local coops, and member shares. 
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Other options for subsidiary financing are local supporters and organizations: local businesses, non-profits, 
universities, cities,  and philanthropists. Though these are not likely to produce loans for a significant portion of the 
subsidiary financing, every piece of the financing package is important. 

Member Investment 
A common element of subsidiary financing is member investment,  which serves several purposes. With respect to the 
organization, it is  one of many ways in which members create and maintain a commitment  to the cooperative. This 
sense of ownership creates an incentive to care for the buildings and the organization. Furthermore, the contribution 
to the purchase of  the building makes the project  attractive to mortgage and subsidiary  lenders. Also, the member 
investment reduces the size of the mortgage payments and, thereby, adds to the affordability of the project.  The down 
side to a high member investment is that it sets a higher barrier to entry for new members to the coop, who may not 
have hundreds or thousands of dollars to put forward as the capitol to join the coop.

If  the cooperative defaults, and the property is sold, the mortgage and subsidiary lenders want  to recover their money. 
A return of 95 percent of project cost is used as a standard, in case the property must be sold quickly.  Therefore, 
lenders generally look for around 5 percent member share investment to cover the loss. The member shares 
effectively function as a built-in incentive for member participation. 

The concept of member shares is common throughout the movement, even in, say, a food coop. Members purchase 
shares in the cooperative, and the shares are the source of initial capital for the venture.  They are equity contributions 
which last through the member's term of involvement.  The sum is paid upon entering the cooperative and is refunded 
when the member leaves:  it also functions as a security deposit. Usually, the share is not any more than the area!s 
average deposit. Different states and cities have their own regulations regarding deposits, though, and many areas 
consider the share in the coop  to be a form of deposit.  Make sure to check with the local Tenants Union to find out if 
there are regulations that would affect the collection and use of member shares in your coop.

Another kind of member investment is  a loan, which either comes from a member or a relative. These investments 
are unique in that they are socially-responsible by supporting a good cause and personally- responsible by supporting 
education and affordable housing. While the terms of loans depend on circumstance, the interest rates can be set to 
make them attractive investments which would provide a respectable return on investment (abbreviated as ROI).

A strategy for member loans which has been used before in low income housing is through credit union membership. 
If  a credit union will not lend directly to the coop,  perhaps they will consider lending to the members, who in turn will 
lend the loan to the coop. If organizers are members of a credit  union, they can take out loans for the amount of their 
member loans to the cooperative. The interest paid to the member on their loan would be equal to or greater than the 
interest of the credit union loan. Thus, the member loan would have no direct financial costs, while still providing a 
form of member-loan investment. 

Movement Resources 
The housing cooperative movement has responded to the difficulties in obtaining financing by developing a pool of 
resources which it can draw upon when necessary. One strategy has been to lobby the government for the use of 
public funds. In both Canada and the United States,  all levels of government  have provided low- interest loans and 
grants  for the capital needs, operations, and rehabilitation of affordable housing cooperatives. The problem has been 
that government support is not consistently reliable, fluctuating with the political climate. 

The principle of cooperation among cooperatives is a movement-building force that has helped in overcoming 
financial barriers. Many established cooperatives are willing to loan money to organized groups with feasible projects. 
Even better,  local cooperatives are sometimes willing to provide loans and play the role of sister organization. 
However, cooperatives are not obligated to provide loans, which means that it comes in waves just  as with 
government support.  A  second approach to loans from existing cooperatives is to ask if the established coop will be 
willing to co-sign on a loan from a bank or other traditional lender.  This would mean that the loan would be based on 
the credit rating of the existing coop, but that the money would come from the bank, rather than the reserves of the 
established coop.  The established coop will still be responsible for the money if your coop fails to pay.

A model which addresses the problem of wavering support is the creation of  a revolving loan fund that is controlled by 
participants within the cooperative movement. A revolving loan fund is a pool of  money which loans initial capital to 
projects and re-uses the repaid money by loaning again. It grows by charging interest, soliciting depositors, and 
fundraising. The initial capital could be provided by established cooperatives or through public funds. 
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The Kagawa Fund for Cooperative Development is  a revolving loan fund named in memory of Toyohiko Kagawa. The 
initial capital was provided by the Japanese cooperative sector and is currently controlled by NDS and the 
Cooperative Development Foundation. The current funds are only sufficient to a provide for part of the subsidiary 
financing of a few project each year.  However, a fundraising effort focused on established cooperatives and coop 
supporters is in the making, which will make the fund more effective. 

Getting Loans 
While banks do not have fixed loan requirements, there are certain items which they will look for in deciding whether 
or not to approve a loan. Other than the overall soundness of  the project (ability  to pay and adequate management 
arrangements) banks look at how much the organization budgets in reserves. Safe numbers are as such: two percent 
for operating expenses, three percent for repairs and replacement, and five percent  for vacancy.  Also, banks look for 
a net income of around 10 percent. 

Loan Applications 
The loan application is,  essentially, a summary of all of the development data obtained or created through the 
development process. The basics of the application are as follows: 

• organizational mission, purpose, and goals 
• description of the organizational structure 
• need for the loan 
• type of loan 
• property information: value, condition, and existence of liens, or debts owed 

• demonstration of a good plan showing the organization!s ability to pay the loan back 

The loan application should also include a business plan that articulates the next three to five years of operation, 
taking into account details such as inflation, future maintenance needs, etc. Most of the information for the business 
plan is generated in the financial projections, so it is not difficult to put together.

The amount of information that banks require for loan applications makes them fairly detailed documents. The bank is 
in the business of loaning money and has a long list  of specific requirements; loans from other sources will likely 
require a lot less information. When lenders are treated in a professional manner, they are likely to feel better about 
the loan. While this may seem inconsequential, lending decisions (to an extent) are based on a subjective intuition, in 
addition to the financial details of the project. 

Loan Evaluation 
Once the loan application is complete and submitted to the bank,  the application will be evaluated by a loan 
committee.  A  loan officer from the bank will be assigned to the project and will be the main contact during the loan 
evaluation process. They will take the application before the loan committee, which will evaluate it on the 
aforementioned criteria. The loan committee, through a loan officer, will probably want additional information which 
can be supplied by the organizing group, NDS, real estate agents, building appraisers, and housing inspectors. The 
committee will then make the decision to approve or deny the loan. 

Closing the Deal 
The day on which someone actually purchases a building is called Closing Day. It is the day when the title to the 
property  is transferred from the seller to the buyer. It is not the same as the day in which the members move-in or 
“take possession” of the property. Possession of the property is sometimes arranged before or after Closing Day. 

The closing normally occurs at a title company, which is a firm that specializes in property transfers. They are 
responsible for preparing all the relevant documents and issue the “Title Insurance” that guarantees the buyer gets 
title to the property. There are a number of people present at the closing, including: 

• seller 
• coop member 
• NDS staff 
• lawyers of both parties 
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• real estate agents 
• representatives from the lenders 
• other parties, such as the building inspector or appraiser 

Sometimes there will be an independent lawyer who is there to coordinate the affair and draw-up some of title 
transfer documents. Papers are passed around and signed by both parties. This is the time when the down-payment 
to the bank is made, consisting of member shares and subsidiary  financing. Usually  the contractors and lawyers will 
receive fees for their services at this meeting and lending-related fees will be paid. Others involved will inform the 
buyer of when they expect to be paid. 

Other Purchasing Options
Rehabilitation 

The NASCO Properties Option 

New Construction

Rehabilitation 
Very seldom will an organizing group  find a building suited perfectly  to their needs. It is often the case that the 
building is in need of rehabilitation in order to make it livable or to conform with local fire and health codes. Frequently 
changes in a building need to be made because of increased occupancy or the previous owner!s neglect. Often, this 
“fixer-upper”  condition of the building is a large part of why the building was affordable for the coop, and gives the 
members a chance to adapt the building to suit  their needs. Generally, members work closely with NDS staff to insure 
that things proceed properly through the planning and renovation. 

Even entering into a property with all the necessary rehabilitation fulfilled, it is often desirable to upgrade in other 
ways which will improve its functioning. Possible renovations could be something that a member can facilitate, such 
as converting a garage to a bicycle shed. More complex projects require hired labor: installing skylights, replacing the 
roof, or adding additional living space to the building. 

Developing a Rehab Plan 
As mentioned,  much of the renovation work will be required by local fire and safety ordinances.  To learn about what 
changes will be required of the group, it  is necessary to make contact with the city housing building inspector. Often it 
is advisable to have the city inspector tour the house personally, because their interpretation of the code is most 
relevant. 

Plans for major renovation should incorporate the assistance of an architect,  who will be able to apply the local 
housing code to the new cooperative. As with other professional help, it  is advantageous to create an advisory 
committee that can provide sympathetic and affordable advice. A sympathetic architect  can give relevant assistance 
to a rehabilitation plan. 

After the city inspector has compiled a list of requirements and the plans have been completed by the architect, the 
rehabilitation should be carefully planned. To begin with, work that can realistically be performed by willing members 
is noted. Next, a schedule is developed which includes priority renovations and work coordination. Further,  bids are 
solicited for repairs and construction: generally three bids per work project.  Members can play a key role in finding 
contractors who are recommended by people in the area and checking on the reputation of others. This kind of 
recommendation is another area where a good relationship  with the neighborhood association members can pay off. 
Factors in choosing a contractor are: 

• Experience: Has they worked with the cooperative or neighbors on another projects and done a good job? 
• Time: Will the contractor be able to complete the project when needed? 
• Guarantee: Is the work guaranteed and how do different bid guarantees compare? 
• Price!
• Cooperation: Is the contractor willing to work with some members? 

• References: Does the contractor have good references or work to be displayed? 

• Work included: Is the bid of one contractor more complete than another? Will subcontractors need to be 
involved? 
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Organizing a work committee is helpful, if the coop wishes to reduce its rehabilitation costs through “sweat-equity,” or 
member volunteer labor. NDS can help establish what tasks are doable by members and how long tasks may take. 
Such decisions should be made when the rehab  schedule is developed.  When it comes time for members to begin 
certain tasks, everyone in the group should be clear about their responsibilities. For example, informing a contractor 
that  rubbish will be cleared out of an attic, and then not having it done when they arrive with the work crew, will 
increase the overall cost of the project. 

NDS usually  advises groups to appoint  a development liaison who is responsible for being the on-site coordinator.  If 
there is room in the budget, provisions can be set aside for a development intern to paid for the large amount of work 
that  is required of the liaison. The liaison is  responsible for informing the work committee of its responsibilities and 
checking-up  on the work that contractors perform. Not only is the final product important in this case, but being aware 
of work which is falling behind schedule can be of crucial importance. Delaying one job can have a domino effect  on 
the renovation and cause the cooperative added inconvenience and expense. 

The NASCO Properties Option 
The primary strategy outlined in this chapter for acquiring property independently in order to start your cooperative is 
seen by many in the movement as the most desirable development process. However, it  is still based upon the 
support  of traditional banks for the mortgage portion of the finance package. Not only is  such support not always 
available,  but there are some downsides to this.  In fact, most cooperatives that are unable to overcome obstacles 
they encounter are those that remain entirely independent. While there are benefits to being entirely self-owned, 
there are also benefits to being self-governed, but with access to a larger support structure.

NASCO Properties (NP), a tax-exempt non-profit organization, was created for the purpose of saving an existing 
student cooperative from financial ruin.  The Inter Cooperative Council in Austin (ICC-Austin), Texas was suffering 
from the effects of a real estate crisis caused by the Savings and Loan scandals of the late- 80s, and NP was created 
to purchase one of their buildings to provide a much-needed cash infusion to the ICC-Austin.   After purchasing the 
title to the property,  NP leased the building back to the ICC, and the coop remained controlled by the ICC. In addition 
to saving an existing coop system, NP was created for the larger purpose of addressing the mortgage finance 
barriers faced by organizing groups. 

NASCO Properties!  creation in 1988 was immediately followed by the provision of assistance for an organizing group 
in Chicago in 1989. The group had been unsuccessful in finding conventional financing, even with the help  of the 
student cooperative movement. This problem was resolved by NP purchasing one building, eventually followed by 
two more, and leasing them to the local cooperative. 

NP!s board is mainly composed of members of each of the coops which lease properties from NP, to make sure that 
NP, as a “landlord”, makes decisions with the needs of the member coops in mind.  Each of the NP member coops 
has their own board, their own mission, and their own policies, allowing for the coop  to operate independently as 
though they owned the building, but still have access to a larger network of  support. NP also holds 3 board meetings 
per year,  and these meetings are generally hosted by the NP member coops, allowing house members and NP board 
members to meet and “talk shop”, leading to an information exchange between the coops.

Today, NP owns 10 student and non-student properties across the country, with the intention of assisting organizing 
groups unable to access conventional financing. The organization seeks to empower the local coop to the point that it 
is able to purchase property on its own.  NP has a commitment to helping member coops expand, whether they 
decide to do so through more NP owned buildings, or through savings that allow them to purchase their own 
properties. 

As NDS and NP are cooperative development organizations, they are committed to overcoming financial barriers and 
making projects work by any means necessary. The philosophy is that,  as much as possible, cooperatives should 
expand due to their own efforts. Yet, due to financial challenges experienced by new cooperatives, total autonomy is 
not often possible, and tools such as NASCO Properties are a valuable alternative. 
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New Construction 
Another strategy for establishing a cooperative is new construction. The construction process is dramatically different 
from purchasing existing housing stock, involving elements such as hiring an architect for design, agreeing on design, 
hiring and advising a construction firm, obtaining building permits, and so forth. However,  there are similarities as 
well:  primarily,  obtaining financing. While this handbook focuses on purchasing buildings, new construction is, in 
many cases, an effective means of providing community-oriented, affordable housing. 

Sometimes organizing groups decide that the buildings in the local market  are not conducive to the type of 
cooperative they want to start, which traditionally requires a large capacity to maximize the group!s labor power and 
create an economy of scale. In a way that is similar to co-housing, which incorporates the concept  of resident-
developers, new construction gives organizers democratic control over the design of their future home. 

Constructing a new building allows the group  to create a structure that enhances their objectives. Such a design may 
include a centralized food area, plenty of common space for hanging-out, private dwellings for alone-time, and thick 
walls  for study-time. It  is difficult to find a building in the private market that  incorporates all the right elements for 
cooperative life. New construction provides an ideal basis for a healthy community. New construction also provides 
an opportunity for experimenting with new innovations in ecologically sustainable design methods.  Conventional 
housing development  is often based upon leveling undeveloped land and building new structures with unsustainable 
methods.  New (or not so new) environmental design methods incorporate concepts such as energy efficiency, 
recycling of waste, community gardening, bike storage, solar, and wind energy. 

Relief in Tight Markets 
One advantage of new construction for both student and community based coops is  that the construction will provide 
new housing in a tight market.  Added perks are that this housing is likely to be of higher quality  than either quickly 
built suburban homes or deteriorating urban housing stock, that the coop will be more responsive to the needs and 
hopes of the residents than other types of housing, and that the building is likely  to be done in a more sustainable 
way than the average new home.  Even in cases where “green building”  methods are not emphasized, the way in 
which coop  members use the space tends to be much more efficient  in terms of waste produced and water/energy 
used than most other forms of housing.

In the case of university-dominated areas, a large student population can affect the housing market in negative ways. 
For instance, if a new university is built or enrollment is increased and new student-friendly housing is  not 
constructed,  then students, who then rely upon the local market, have a negative impact on local non-student renters. 
In classic economic terms, an increase in demand without an increase in supply will drive the price of housing up and 
make life difficult for low-income tenants. By constructing new housing for the student population, the coop can help 
keep  affordable housing available for the non-student parts of the community,  while helping its  members avoid the 
poor conditions that landlords often force on students.

For organizing groups motivated by the provision of affordable housing, new construction is sometimes more socially-
responsible than purchasing existing housing stock,  depending on the situation in your city. One reason for this is that 
by creating more housing, the impact of students on the local community is  lessened, non-student-specific housing is 
freed- up, and a downward pressure is exerted on the local market. This is what makes cooperatives beneficial to the 
entire community. Furthermore, new construction allows for the maximization of space. Affordable housing is different 
from housing designed for middle- or upper-income people in that the former is densely populated and the latter is 
low density. 

Subsidies 
A final justification for new construction relates to the previous subsections. Because they have the potential to 
improve the accessibility of higher education, the larger community, and the well-being of the planet, new construction 
projects are more eligible for public and private subsidies than purchased property. There are, however, often funds 
available for rehabilitating buildings in deteriorating neighborhoods, so it  is worth finding out what the funding options 
are at your local housing non-profit.

City governments are sometimes interested in providing affordable housing to low-income people. Because  
cooperatives indirectly benefit low-income communities, cities may be willing to provide low-interest loans or grants. 
Likewise,  universities are often responsible for providing a certain amount of student housing and may be willing to 
provide loans or land subsidies to fulfill this responsibility. A land subsidy is a piece of  land provided to a cooperative 
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for significantly  lower than market rate that, in effect, functions as a subsidy. As consciousness of the environmental 
destruction of the planet becomes more widespread, private foundations and other funders are more willing to 
support  innovations in sustainable design. While sustainable methods can be more costly than conventional 
development,  a grant to subsidize the project could even things out. A cooperative project might be attractive to 
funders because it involves young people learning about alternatives,  who, in turn, will incorporate such lessons into 
their lives. 

One criticism of  new construction is that when all the costs are added-up, the project is not feasible unless it is 
subsidized in some manner. This support may come in the form of low-interest loans, grants, or university land at  no 
cost.  Thus, before a group  invests too much time and hope into a project,  the first step  is researching the available 
programs.

University Purchasing Options
Establishing University Motivation 

University Requirements 

Developing a Bargaining Position

Establish University Motivation 
One development option for student organizing groups which is  different from either renting or owning property 
involves working with a University. This option is similar to rental, in that it does not require the rigors of purchasing 
property. However, as it  can also open a whole other set of issues,  it  deserves special treatment. Universities 
normally  provide housing as part of their package of services to students.  However,  much of the housing that they 
provide is expensive and not responsive to student needs. Cooperative housing can offer Universities an opportunity 
to provide for different students interests and needs without having to administer it themselves; it is affordable, 
educational, and innovative - qualities that are sometimes attractive to administrators. 

Typically, student housing cooperatives which work with Universities lease buildings which are University-owned, 
either on or off-campus. The terms of the lease vary widely, as do the terms of occupancy. Key issues in successful 
leases have been the value of the lease (how much the coop has to pay on a monthly or semesterly basis);  whether 
the residents have to be students at the University in question; the division of responsibilities in key areas such as 
maintenance; and the terms for termination and renewal of the lease. 

However, be forewarned - University  commitment to student cooperative housing can be transitory. University politics 
are complicated,  especially  when it  comes to real estate. In recent years, coop  systems at Cornell and Brown 
Universities have been reduced in size because the Universities in question decided that their resources needed to 
be concentrated elsewhere - away from the needs of students.  If you are planning on approaching your University 
administration, it is important to do your homework and understand what the University!s motivation is going to be to 
support co- op housing, what terms they will likely set for their involvement, and what your bottom line is going to be. 

Identify  an appropriate department or unit in the University administration to approach and make a presentation to.  It 
is important to identify arguments in favor of student cooperative housing which appeal to the interests of these 
administrators. Key arguments are likely to include: 

• Student Life Development: A lease-arrangement with a cooperative can provide Universities the opportunity 
to allow students to experience a community theme.  They may view this as a key factor in the development of 
students' overall educational experience.
• The Benefactor:  Some Universities may desire to aid students in a "good cause".  They may feel that 
cooperative management corporations, provide students with good non-profit business experience. 
• Demand:  If there is a demand for cooperative or affordable housing, a University  may simply be interested in 
quickly and easily responding to a student demand. 

• Lower-cost:  The University may be interested in providing housing at a lower-cost than its over-head may 
permit. Because the coop will be self-managed, the university can avoid the overhead of staff for it.

• Diversifying:  Different forms of housing satisfy different students, which is  why most universities have family 
housing,  apartment housing, dorm housing,  duplexes, etc.   A student  coop  can appeal to students who may 
have interests different from any of these other options.
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• Better up-keep:  Occasionally,  a University may contract with a management corporation because it does not 
have the maintenance resources or abilities to satisfactorily  maintain its own buildings.  This is not usually a 
reason why a University will contract with a student cooperative. 

University Requirements 
In addition to motivating factors, the University will have requirements, as the property-owner, which any leasing 
organization (student  cooperative or not) must meet in order to independently rent or lease facilities.  As property-
owner, the University has certain responsibilities, to itself, to its students, to its lenders, and to the community, which it 
wants to be sure to fulfill.  Those requirement include: 

Assured income
The University must be sure that it will collect the income due to it from the leasing organization.  This means that the 
leasing organization must be soundly organized in its collection and management of funds; and that it should provide 
for a high occupancy of its managed buildings. Note: Consistent and on time lease payments go a long way towards 
keeping a University satisfied with a lease arrangement. 
 

Proper upkeep
The University will be interested in the proper upkeep  of buildings. This includes minor maintenance,  major 
maintenance,  and occasional rehabilitation work.  The leasing organization must be able to deliver regular and 
reliable minor maintenance, and appropriately provide major maintenance and rehabilitation. The leasing organization 
should not allow the rapid deterioration of its managed buildings, even if  the eventual repairs are swift and complete. 
Note:  Funds invested by a leasing organization are generally worth the expense, if it means savings on chargebacks 
from University-performed maintenance. 
 

Sound operation
The University will be interested in the orderly and appropriate operations of properties. This includes the 
programming of social functions and activities, the clean and sanitary operations of the premises, and the healthy 
operations of any food service.  Note: The existence of successful education programs and the design of "systems" 
for operating the coop as a business will help make sure that this sound operation continues.   For example, provide 
training resources for health code, Fair Housing Act compliance, building maintenance, and other topics directly 
related to keeping the coop functioning.
 

Low conflict
The University is interested in a management of the property which is favorably received by its residents.  Resident 
dissatisfaction or conflict will worry a University. 
 

Responsible negotiations
The University in interested in quiet  and productive negotiations. Note:   High profile protest  and positioning may be 
appropriate for emergency situations such as a coop closing or skyrocketing chargebacks, but could backfire in the 
long-term -- a University may not feel that it can work amicably with a leasing organization, and therefore wish to end 
the relationship. 
 

Public image
The University will be interested in its property being well-received in the larger community.  If  not being perceived as 
an asset to community, at  least it should not perceived as a liability.  Note:  Phone calls from neighbors and parent, 
even about low priority issues, will prompt the University to take a more active role in management. This can translate 
into more restrictions and higher charges for a coop. 
 

Responsible admissions
The University will be interested in the fair admission of residents.  Note:  Selective admissions can lead to complaints 
to the University administration and increased scrutiny. Selective admissions may also put the coop at risk for 
discrimination lawsuits or a negative image in the community. 
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Independent operations
The University will be interested in a leasing-organization which can operate without University assistance (even if the 
University plans to offer a significant amount of management through the lease agreement).  An independent leasing 
organization means that the University has flexibility  in its leasing arrangements, and it can trust the leasing 
organization to properly  manage the premises.   Note:  A  coop using paid management or accounting services helps 
to lay to rest many University fears. 
 

Working Relationship
The University will be interested in establishing a good working relationship with a leasing organization.  Continuity, 
low-conflict,  and flexibility are some of the qualities that a University will look for in a leasing organization.  Note:  The 
more the University feels that there are shared goals, the more flexible the University is likely to be. 
 

Coherent Organization
The University will be interested in working with an organization which it  understands. Understanding the 
management corporation will allow the University to credit  it with trust in operating its  property.  Note:  This translates 
into providing a consistent contact person and ease of communications. Unanswered phones and emails or 
unreturned messages damages a sense of responsiveness. 

Developing a Bargaining Position 
Developing a bargaining position with the University,  in Rent Contract or Lease negotiations, begins with developing a 
sound business organization, one with articulate goals, a management capacity,  and plan to meet its goals (see 
Doing your Homework).  While a student cooperative management corporation may not  be able to, or desire to, be 
responsive to all of a University's desires, the cooperative must be able to live up to its requirements. 

The best rent  contracts or lease agreements will promise the delivery of certain results (regular lease-payments, 
proper maintenance, sanitary kitchens...) in return for the use of  buildings.  The University needs to be convinced that 
it can expect those results from the student  cooperative in order to negotiate a favorable lease. Ideally, both the coop 
and the university  will have clear responsibilities to one another, and both sides will feel comfortable with the benefits 
of the lease.

The more the University perceives that the student cooperative may not be able to provide certain results, the more 
the University will be interested in an unfavorable lease-agreement (involving operational interference, University-
control of capital reserves, shorter lease-terms for the coop).  In this case, the University's motivation in negotiating 
the lease agreement will be, partially, to design the cooperative's management structure through the lease.  If the 
University shapes the management structure (or controls certain operations), it will guarantee certain results.  
However, it will also involve itself in the management of the property, losing some the benefits of  leasing its property. 
In designing its negotiating position the University will look at the following considerations: 

Finance: Can the management cooperative usefully budget  income and expenses, manage its cash-
flow,  bill its members, and collect  its income?  If  the cooperative cannot perform these tasks well,  the 
University has reason to worry that it may not receive its lease payments on time (or in full),  and it has 
reason to worry the the cooperative may poorly treat its members by having them subsidize substantial 
member debt,  or by creating "surprise" increases in charges in order to make expenses.  Similar, poor 
financial organization and operation will give the University reason to believe that the cooperative 
should not manage the capital reserves for the improvements on the buildings. 
 
Maintenance:  Can the management  cooperative prevent deterioration and maintain good up keep  of 
buildings?  High wear-and-tear on buildings will alert the University that  the management cooperative is 
poorly run. If its member-residents are destroying its fixtures at a swift rate, the management 
corporation should be discouraging these activities to save its members money. Similarly, the 
management cooperative should have a good repair system, so that the University can be assured that 
small repairs will be quickly identified and repaired -- and repaired properly. High levels of maintenance, 
especially involving member labor, can assist in convincing a University  (or other private parties) to help 
pay for some repairs or even furniture and equipment donations. 
 
Operations: Can the management cooperative quickly and adequately respond to the needs of its 
member-residents and the University?  If the decision-making processes are too slow or cumbersome 
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(discouraging their use, or prohibiting their efficient use) the University will worry that the management 
cooperative does not have the ability to deal with crisis situations. Similarly, the management 
cooperative must provide for its administration by skilled and trained individuals, so that decisions and 
administration are sound. 

 
By developing and communicating the existence of these capacities, student cooperatives can put themselves in a 
position to bargain for more autonomy and generally more favorable terms in rent contract and lease-negotiations.

The Beginning and the Future 
Interim Management 

Recruitment 

Getting it Done 

Labor Systems 

Orientation 

A social movement is a process of  building collective strength to bring forth social change.  Movements are a means 
of gathering people together that reach beyond the bounds of  a formal organization. Contemporary progressive 
movements address issues such as: civil rights, labor, environmentalism, socialism, feminism, open-source, and, of 
course, cooperatives. These movements are integral to democracy because they mobilize people to voice concerns 
and affect society from the bottom-up. 

Cooperatives are inherently movement organizations. Many coops blossom from the efforts or assistance of people 
already involved in a movement. Others arise independently to further the interests of their members and realize that 
their mission can be better fulfilled by working with other cooperatives. In any case, the larger task of democratizing 
the economy is such a massive task that it can only be achieved by working as a movement. 

The third part of the Handbook addresses the challenges that arise once the cooperative has been established.  On 
an operational level,  in order for the coop  to be successful as an organization, it is necessary to invest time, thought, 
and research into designing a system of operations. Likewise, on a strategic level, in order for the movement to be 
successful, it is necessary for the coop to participate on the local, regional, national, and international scales.

Purchasing or leasing a building is not  quite as simple as: find house - take possession of house - occupy - and 
shazaam it!s a coop. Although all of those events will happen, there are details in between that will keep  the new 
coop  busy. Some of the responsibilities are geared towards preparing the cooperative for the members, and others 
take place after the cooperative has opened. It is important  to give special attention to this work because it  can make 
the difference between a smooth first few years and a period that is muddled with problems. 

Once a building is secured, organizers should pay close attention to all the tasks involved in preparing for the 
opening. Building renovation needs to be coordinated by a coop intern or building committee to ensure that progress 
is moving forward properly.  If it  will not be operated as a coop right from the start,  organizers should devise a system 
to manage it  in the interim period. Also, new members should be recruited and thought should be put into how the 
house will operate. Once the coop opens, experienced members should host an orientation for newcomers to 
introduce them to the organization, the cooperative movement, and make them feel at home and empowered to help 
run the coop.

Interim Management 
The members of the new cooperative might be able to occupy their building immediately or soon after purchase. 
However, this is dependent upon who is currently living in the building, the length of their leases, and what is best for 
the members. Usually, it is best to find a building which is currently vacant,  but often there is a variable period of time 
between the purchase and when it becomes an actual cooperative household. During this period, it is advisable to 
have a plan for the interim management of the building. 
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One of the primary issues that  should be dealt with during an interim period is  the current tenants. Will they be asked 
to leave so the organization can start anew? Will they be invited to join the coop? Sometimes tenants have been 
living in a building for a long time and may feel that it is their home. The prospect of  leaving can produce feelings of 
sadness or anger, which necessitate sensitivity in dealing with the situation. Furthermore, if the tenants have a long-
term lease, the coop may have to honor it by allowing the tenant to stay. The decisions that organizers make in these 
situations depend almost entirely on the context from which the issues arise.  While there ay be some “baggage” 
attached to these current residents, they should still be offered the chance to join the coop, so long as they join under 
the same terms and contract as every other member.

Another issue to be dealt with is collecting rent during the interim period. As the new owner of the building, the 
cooperative is responsible for paying the mortgage payments. No payments can be missed, which requires insuring 
that  the tenants are paying the correct  amount of  rent. The coop should also start planning immediately for other 
essential payments,  such as property taxes, which can be a very large bill, but  will generally  only come due once or 
twice per year.

Likewise,  organizers should be clear with tenants about when they are scheduled to move out. Standards for 
maintaining of each room and cleaning it upon departure should be enforced by the interim manager(s). Lastly, 
deposits that each resident put forth upon entering the building, which are usually transferred on closing day to the 
coop,  need to be available returned once rooms and debts have been cleaned, which is usually one week to one 
month. Money should be subtracted for damage done to the rooms and cleaning that was not done. The residents 
should not be allowed to subtract their last  month!s rent from the deposit, as this  money may need to be used to 
cover other expenses. 

Interim management may not feel very “cooperative” for the organizers, who could feel like they are sacrificing their 
moral principles by playing the role of a more traditional landlord. However, each of the tasks listed above are a 
standard part of any management program; coop  members will need to handle such responsibilities once the 
organization becomes an actual cooperative. The primary difference might be that interim residents are not as willing 
to work with the management as future members will be, which can cause friction. 

Recruitment 
In many cases, for both leased and purchased buildings, the cooperative will need to recruit new members to fill the 
empty spaces. However,  it is important that potential members understand the cooperative and what  is involved. 
Organizers should begin to think about the details of policy and practice before recruiting begins; constructive 
dialogue should be invested in the following issues: 

Meal Plan
If  the cooperative is going to eat meals together,  the details should be considered beforehand. How many meals will 
be provided each week? Will there be food at  other times? What  type of member labor will the meal plan require? If 
there are ideological assumptions in the food plan, make sure that they are discussed openly.  For example, 
vegetarian meal plans, “freegan”  meal plans,  locavore purchasing, and other policies for food may exclude some 
members from wanting to participate,  or may make them excited to do so.  In deciding how to set up  a meal plan, try 
to have an understanding of why a decision is  being made that can be explained to future members,  and remember 
that  the current members of the coop are only a part  of  the coop, and that this decision could effect potential 
members for years to come.

Labor can also be a very personal issue in relation to food.  What about members who cannot cook, or handle food 
due to allergies or health conditions?  Will the meals be planned by one person, or by the cooks?  Will the coop use a 
“food staples” list, and base meals on that, or will the coop get food on a more opportunistic basis?

Food is an excellent catalyst to bring the community together, but to take full advantage of this, everyone should have 
a clear understanding of what they are participating in. 

Cost
Perhaps the first question that  will be asked by potential members is,  “How much does it cost?” An initial cost 
projection should have been created for the feasibility analysis. Likewise, estimates for utilities and food should be 
created if  applicable. Your group  should consider how to best present this cost to interested persons.  For example, in 
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some areas coops use one price to represent all costs incurred by members in the coop, including food, rent, utilities, 
etc.  Other coops break this out into several numbers.

Neither of  these approaches is “correct”, but one or the other may work better in your area. Some coops that use 
multiple numbers find that many potential members want to “opt out”  of the meal plan, and only pay the rent  portion, 
but most coops will not allow this, as it erodes the economy of scale for the coop, and makes it more difficult to plan 
future food budgets.  Other coops that use one figure to show all costs for the coop find that applicants have “sticker 
shock”  at  the idea that a single room may cost as much as their own efficiency apartment. In either case, the key is 
for the coop  to make clear what the members will have to put  in,  and what they will receive in return, and to find ways 
to meaningfully compare the value of living at the coop with alternatives in the area.

Member Share 
If  the building is  purchased, part  of the down payment  was likely  a member share.  Member shares function similarly 
to a deposit, as deductions for damages or lack of cleanliness are subtracted upon departure. How much does the 
potential member have to put down? Will the share appreciate in value along with the coop!s worth, or is the share 
actually closer to a deposit?  It is also very important for your coop to make sure that the policies regarding the share 
or deposit comply with state and local laws regarding deposits, which you can get from your local tenant!s union.

Labor 
How many hours and what kind of  work is expected of each member? How will the labor system deal with members 
who do not do their jobs? What happens to the labor system when there are vacancies? How will the coop deal with 
members ho are differently abled, and may not be able to perform the tasks that are currently open to them? The 
meal plan usually requires the bulk of the work in a group housing cooperative. 

Member contracts, addressing the above information, should be created. A standard residential lease is probably not 
appropriate,  although it!s a good start. Most residential contracts have the same standard clauses, which will protect 
the cooperative from legal or financial hassles. Issues covered in a standard contract  include but are not limited to: 
damages, late payment charges, length of contract, and so forth. NDS staff can also supply you with examples of 
member leases used by other coops around the US and Canada.  

Once these details have been mulled over, and possibly decided,  organizers should design a recruitment strategy. A 
good place to start is to consider what the coop has to offer to potential members, which will influence which portions 
of the surrounding community will be the most interested in joining the coop. What places would a likely member 
frequent? What kind of publicity  would attract attention of a likely member? What are unfilled needs in the housing 
market that would gain the most interest? 

As you plan your recruitment, try to keep  in mind where your planning may be unintentionally excluding potential 
members.  For example, if  all of your ads are online, anyone who does not have a computer, or is not net-savvy 
enough to find your ad will be excluded. If the coop uses mainly word-of-mouth, than any person who does not have 
a direct  connection to your social network will be unlikely to hear about what the coop  is  doing.  Using only flyers or 
tables at certain events will limit  those who hear of  you to the people who visit those locations or events.  Sometimes 
this  “sampling bias”  is intentional on the part  of the coop,  but more often than not, it  is a limitation of the culture and 
experiences of the founding members, and can be accounted for by thinking carefully about how to publicize the 
coop.

Everyone should be involved in the recruitment campaign. Word of mouth is the cheapest and most effective way of 
spreading the word. Organizers should identify friends and colleagues that might  be interested and personally invite 
them to join. People who expressed interest at outreach events should also be contacted and personally invited. 
Successful recruitment involves targeting people who are interested in community living,  having a direct  say in their 
community, and social change, not just cheap rent. 

Universities often have resources for student housing that student organizations can take advantage of to recruit 
members.  One is the off-campus housing office: advertising is often free. Another may be a housing brochure that is 
distributed to incoming students who are unfamiliar with the local housing market.  Taking the campaign one step 
further,  organizers should reach-out to both the student community and general public.  Perhaps the most  common 
form of outreach is posters. Effective posters are colorful,  creative, and expressive of  the coop spirit: pictures, 
quotations,  descriptions, logos, and slogans all help  to achieve this. The visual element should be underscored: large 
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and provocative images draw the viewer closer to take a more detailed look. The poster should also tell someone 
looking at it a bit about why the coop is different from other options, and why they would be excited about it.

An innovative approach to recruitment that is geared toward outreach and public education will help  the cooperative 
develop  an enthusiastic and diverse membership  and a strong community presence. The following is  a list of 
approaches that can help make an outreach campaign into a public education campaign: 

• Hosting a press conference or public event 
• Writing a press release and sending it to the student and local press 

• Tabling at a public event 

• A year-round pamphlet display at a housing office, community gathering spaces, and the student center

• Registering the phone number with an easy-to-remember number, such as 555-COOP

• Registering a good domain name.  Try to avoid .com, as this not only has the fewest available domains, but 
also sends a message that you are for profit (.com, as in .COMmercial) enterprise.  Try either .org, which is 
very  inexpensive and meant for non-profits,  or .coop, which costs more, but has plenty of available names 
and sends a clear signal about what you are doing

Innovative techniques to creating a community presence are important not only for the initial recruitment campaign, 
but for future campaigns. In the long term, it will save the organization time and money. 

Getting it Done 
Now that things are rolling along, the cooperative is on a tight schedule with deadlines. If, for instance, the coop  must 
be ready to open by the beginning of the school year, or other lease period, organizers may have to hustle to stay on 
time. For larger groups, it may be necessary to create an oversight committee to make timely decisions about 
rehabilitation, interim management, and member recruitment. 

In most cases, there will be several timelines all operating simultaneously. For example, maintenance and 
renovations must  be planned, marketing has to be created and rolled out, funding has to be lined up, details on 
permits or zoning may need to be resolved, and policies, bylaws, and contracts need to be created.   There is a lot to 
do!  To deal with this overload, try creating several timelines from the present to a few months after the coop opens, 
one for each major area of concern.  Once these are all created, try to place them onto one large sheet of paper or 
whiteboard.  

You can consider taking this large display of all of the tasks that need to get done and putting it  somewhere visible 
that  your organizing group can refer to.  This should help  to give an idea of what needs to be done at which time, and 
allow the group  to decide how to divide up  tasks from week to week.   Having regular meetings through this period is 
crucial.  Most groups at this point meet at  least once per week,  with many more emails,  phone calls, and lunch-dates 
filling the gaps in between.  This is the most challenging period, but your coop is closer to home every day.

So indeed, there is a lot  of work involved during the transition period.  So much, that it  may not be realistic to expect 
volunteers to handle it all.  Many new cooperatives budget money to hire a development intern to coordinate 
rehabilitation, management, recruitment, and volunteers. Someone whose schedule is freed-up, is accountable to the 
coop  and NDS, and can focus on getting the work done increases the chance of success. In this case, the oversight 
committee, in addition to volunteering, can supervise the intern. 

Labor Systems 
An important consideration is the member labor system. It  may be tempting not to systematize the cooperative and to 
rely on the trust and good will of each person. However, there are benefits to creating a labor system that is 
accountable to the democratic will of the group. The labor system can be very empowering for the membership, if 
everyone gives input  into how it will be structured. This means that the job descriptions, the division of labor, the 
scheduling, and the labor assignment process should be transparent to all, and open to member feedback.

One benefit of  creating a labor system is that the group does not have to reinvent the wheel each term. Another 
benefit  to having a fairly constant schedule is that  it addresses all the necessary chores and that members are clear 
about their obligations. But the biggest benefit is that a defined labor system gives every member the chance to try a 
number of different roles, and to have a better idea of how their coop functions as a whole.
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House Officers 
Housing cooperative across the continent have a variety of labor systems, developed for their particular 
circumstances.  While no two coops are exactly alike, there is a fairly common methodology used in designing work 
systems. One aspect to a labor system are officer positions. It  is important to emphasize, though, that the officers are 
servants  of the membership, and responsible for carrying out the intentions of the coop, and not the bosses of one 
area or another.   This can be made clear in member orientations,  and in any “Owner!s Manual”  material you might 
create.  Your coop can also try to create a number of officer positions, so that most members of the coop  have the 
chance to be an officer of some type or another. The following list is a fairly  standard division of labor between 
officers: 

Chair or President: The cooperative should have one recognized representative. The responsibilities 
could include planning and facilitating house meetings, serving as a representative to the community 
and Board, and checking-in with house officers. 

Membership  Coordinator:  This person would run ads, keep track of contracts, help  members pick their 
room in the coop, and is often a mediator in conflicts between members.

Treasurer: The treasurer collects member charges, prepares a budget for house approval, pays the 
bills,  reports regularly on the status of collections, and compares income and expenses with the 
projections in the budget. The financial success of the organization depends on the foresight and 
communication of the treasurer. 

NASCO Representative: This person serves as a liaison between the cooperative and NASCO/NDS, 
serving to facilitate communication between the two groups. It is easier for NASCO/NDS to work with a 
new cooperative when there is a designated communicator. Often, this responsibility is given to the 
president or chairperson. 

Food Steward: This person is responsible for facilitating the purchase of the house food. If  the house 
doesn!t  have a meal program, a steward is not necessary. The steward!s responsibilities may include 
the following: making the food budget, creating a shopping list based on the needs of the cooks and the 
general desires of the members, and purchasing food. Furthermore, sometimes this person is 
responsible for overall welfare and condition of the kitchen. 

Work Manager or Labor Czar: The work manager is generally  responsible for facilitating the work 
schedule and ensuring the proper completion of work assignments. The manager may also be 
responsible for ordering supplies, and assisting with scheduling special projects, including work 
holidays, maintenance labor, and recruitment activities. The frightening title of “labor czar” is sometimes 
given because the job often requires disciplining members who are not living up to their responsibilities. 

Secretary:  Someone to take notes and compile minutes for each meeting is  an effective means of 
facilitating house communication (for those not present) and enhancing organizational memory (over a 
period of  time).  The responsibilities of the secretary might include: taking minutes, filing minutes, and 
posting them in the bathroom or other prominent area, keeping records of alumni,  and forwarding mail 
to former members. 

Maintenance Manager: This person oversees the maintenance tasks of the house, coordinates other 
maintenance workers, schedules labor as necessary, and communicates with contractors. This position 
is crucial to the long term health of the building. 

House officers can be elected by the members at the beginning of each term or each year, as the positions open up, 
or upon a schedule that the members create. Be aware that too short a term can result  in a position never being done 
as well as possible, but too long a term prevents members from being able to run for positions to get involved. 
Furthermore,  it is useful to clearly spell the responsibilities of each position in a house constitution,  which furthers a 
sense of identity and helps things run smoothly. 

Some of the house officers (president, treasurer, secretary) may look similar to the officer positions on most coop 
Boards of Directors. However, there is a clear distinction between house and organizational operations in multi-house 
systems. In one-house systems, there is a distinction on paper but rarely is there a distinction in reality. For instance, 
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the Board of Directors may be composed of everyone and house officers become the organization!s officers.  See the 
Getting Legal section in the “Moving Forward” chapter for a more detailed discussion of governance. 

Fundamental Work 
Determining what work needs to be done on a regular basis is fundamental to the smooth functioning of the 
household.  Fundamental work probably includes each of the following: cleaning the bathrooms, the kitchen after 
meals, and the common areas; preparing meals; maintaining the outside grounds; taking out the garbage and 
recycling;  performing regular preventative maintenance, and so forth. It is also nice to have jobs that change from 
term to term to encourage new ideas.  Lastly, whether or not Board members will be counted as labor is an important 
issue to be resolved. Once a rough list of fundamental labor has been composed, it is helpful to design job 
descriptions and estimate the time and frequency required for each task.  Often,  job  descriptions are compiled in a 
folder and posted at various locations throughout  the house: officers in a central location but others by their job 
location (bathroom cleaner in the bathroom, cooks in the kitchen). 

One of the objectives of a labor system is to balance the work load so that each person has a relatively equal amount 
of work. Some cooperatives assign an amount of work credits  for each job  based on the time commitments and 
difficulty of tasks.  Jobs that are not considered very pleasant  are given extra work credit as compensation (i.e. taking 
out the trash or cleaning the bathroom). Other cooperatives base work on the amount of time required for each job. 

Implementation 
The implementation of the labor system begins with establishing a process whereby everyone in the house is 
assigned jobs. Different cooperatives have various mechanisms for this: elections, lotteries, appointments, or a 
combination.  Different techniques stem from different priorities and goals:  for instance, a lottery system attempts to 
achieve fairness by being totally unbiased. An assignment, based on assessments of skills and preferences,  is better 
at matching each member up with something that matches their abilities or schedule.

In the early stages of  implementation, the house will likely run into unexpected problems. Members may discover that 
no one is cleaning the basement or that the hallway is being cleaned twice as often as is necessary.  Or that being 
work manager is more time consuming than was planned for. These problems should be resolved before each new 
term and job descriptions should be revised as necessary. Usually, this is done by the labor manager, and than 
ratified by the membership.

The implementation would not be complete without a system for dealing with work-left-undone.  It  is usually the work 
manager!s responsibility for acting on policies for missed jobs. Usually, the coop will have a clause in the lease 
stating that members must comply with house labor policies. The house should be clear about informing the work 
manager when a job  is considered undone and what the procedures and penalties are. Examples of penalties range 
from strict fines to a “wheel of misfortune” that  is spun randomly choose a make- up  task: for instance, scrubbing the 
oven,  cleaning under the kitchen sink, baking cookies, and so forth. The coop should give members every reasonable 
chance to find labor that works for them, and to make up  for labor that was missed, but at the same time, it is 
important that this  labor is  done.  If  a member feels that their contribution is not valued, or that labor does not matter, 
than this is something that can be resolved. If a member refuses to do labor, to the extent that no remedy can be 
found within the house, the house should be willing to evict the member if necessary.

Orientation 
New member orientations function as an introduction to the organization and the cooperative movement. They are an 
integral part of the “cooperative education” principle in that they get the relationship  between member and 
cooperative off a good start. Orientations provide members with information about the organization!s operations, 
member responsibilities, and cooperative principles. 

An orientation should be useful, enjoyable, and mandatory. Three or four hours should be a sufficient block of time. 
Two tips that might enhance participation in cooperative education events are as such: provide food and make it look 
fun and interesting. Also, allow time for informal interaction, so members have a chance to get  to know one another. 
An example of an orientation schedule is as follows: 

Introductions 
5:00 Round Robin: How did you find the coop? 
5:10 Agenda Review (display on butcher paper) 
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5:15 Round Robin: What is a cooperative? 
5:25 Cooperative Principles 
5:35 Cooperative Forms: consumer, worker, agricultural, student/community housing, co-housing, food, etc 
5.45 NASCO and NDS 
6:00 Project History, Vision, Mission 
Break 
6:15 Dinner (eat during the orientation) 
How things work, or could work
6:25 Governance: Board of Directors, house meetings, decision-making process 
6:40 Financial Structure: where charges go, when they are due, etc 
7:00 Labor System: jobs and responsibilities, 
7:20 Kitchen: meal plan, dishes, food system 
7:40 House Tour 

This  sample orientation should be changed to suit a cooperative!s specific needs. If the house is just opening, policies 
likely  will not  have not been finalized, nor does anyone know where things are kept. The idea is for old timers to make 
the new comers feel welcome and to give them a sense of history and ownership. It is important for educators to 
stretch their brains to imagine where new members are coming from and what would be useful to know. Good 
orientations have flexible schedules (not too flexible), plenty of room for questions, and a festive atmosphere. 

It  will be most people!s first time learning about the cooperative movement,  which is usually an eye opener.  NASCO 
has educational materials and resources (pamphlets, books, videos) which may help communicate the basics of the 
movement. Yet this is an ongoing process and resources should be provided in a library for further research. 

Besides communicating the basics about of the cooperative, the orientation should provide the inspiration new 
members need to become involved and make a difference. An empowering orientation will help make the house a 
successful, democratic household.

The Future 
Leadership Development 

Development Culture 

Movement Culture 

Once a cooperative comes to life, the struggle is not over, it just takes on a new character. It changes from the work 
of getting the venture started to building a strong organization and maintaining momentum, and creating a timeline for 
those projects that  will still need to be done now that you are living in the coop. You now have the advantage of 
infrastructure,  though, in the form of being in the same place as your fellow organizers,  having regular meetings,   
having a stable address and phone number, etc. There are actually many challenges that new cooperatives will face 
that  could not possibly be addressed within this text. The final chapter focuses on three broad areas new 
cooperatives should bear in mind as they are setting the tone for the venture. 

One is leadership development: efforts to develop  new leaders and disseminate knowledge will make the 
organization stronger and prepare it  for future turnover. Building a culture of continuous development will create a 
strong local network of coop  households, increase the organization!s base of  resources, and further its mission of 
providing as much affordable housing as possible. Likewise, maintaining a high level of  participation in the 
cooperative movement benefits the organization through the sharing of resources and helps organizers in 
communities without cooperatives. Proactive founders understand the serious nature of these challenges, viewing 
them as opportunities for growth and welcoming the future with open arms.

Leadership Development 
After putting in innumerable hours of work, the founding group inevitably would like to see their creation blossom into 
a healthy community organization for years to come. Perhaps one!s gut instinct is that this entity  has come to life and 
now we can sit  back and watch it flourish. Perhaps, on the other hand, the founders are worried that when they leave, 
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the organization will still be so fragile that is will fall apart.  While the actual situation is dependent upon the particular 
circumstances, there are some actions that the founding generation can take to help the cooperative thrive. 

Perhaps the most basic factor is to remain a member of the cooperative for as long as possible. Often, a crisis period 
(or at least a challenging adjustment period) will follow when the founding bunch goes on. With organizing 
experience, a sizable list of student and community contacts, and knowledge of the cooperative movement, founders 
are in a position to empower new members by disseminating knowledge and building a vision to guide the 
organization. Founders might consider staying for at least a few years to help  get the organization on its feet. During 
this  time, it is important that the founding members allow new members to replace them in critical positions, so that 
the rest of the membership  has a chance to try new approaches, but still have the original community members 
around for input.

An on-going issue in all cooperatives is the constant  turnover in their community. This turnover is  built in to the 
student coops, as their members graduate.  This also affects the non-student housing coops, where many members  
may live for a long time, but others might use the coop as a more transitional form of housing. Turnover hinders the 
organization by breaking continuity and weakening organizational memory, and, at the same time, revives the 
organization by providing new blood and ideas. Established cooperatives have addressed this potentially devastating 
problem by hiring staff  and budgeting for cooperative education to train new members.  However, a new cooperative 
does not have those resources, and therefore should address the problem from another angle: leadership 
development. 

One approach to leadership development is touched upon in the previous chapter: member recruitment. When 
recruiting, founders should target  a specific kind of member: those who are already involved in community projects or 
community activism. These folks, who understand they can make a difference in the world, are ideal because in a 
cooperative,  solving problems and running the organization is not a landlord!s responsibility, it is dependent on the 
members. That is a concept that not everyone is going to pick up right away.

Of course, coops have an obligation to practice open and voluntary membership practices as one of  the cooperative 
principles, so “activism”  should not become a litmus test for whether a person is admitted to the coop, and organizer!s 
should try to balance encouraging members who will already be engaged with providing opportunities for anyone to 
come and get engaged.  One of the most inspirational parts of being involved in a new cooperative is watching 
“normal”  people become passionate about the work that the coop is doing, and teach themselves skills they never 
expected to have.  The best solution for a coop is to practice leadership development by both inviting people who 
already show leadership skills, and by developing the “leader within” from persons who are interested.

Another approach to leadership development is cooperative education. An empowered,  enthusiastic, and informed 
membership  is fundamental to making good organizational decisions and maintaining a proactive vision. A  thorough 
education program includes the following: 

• educational materials: cooperative books, an owner!s manual, directory of local cooperatives 
• orientation: see previous chapter 
• retreats: problem-solving and visioning getaways for those interested in improving the coop 
• one-on-one: officers should train future officers and work together as a team 
• coop conferences: regional and binational educational gatherings 
• tours: regional and local tours of other cooperatives 

• networks: making friends in other cooperatives and learning from their experiences 

• meta-meetings: a chance to discuss ho your own process for meetings works, and how to improve

The opportunities for cooperative education should planted firmly into the organizational culture and operations. An 
education committee is an effective means of organizing events and maintaining a focus and healthy education 
budget. Such a committee should have its place in the Bylaws. 

Development Culture 
One-house coop systems face challenges beyond their fragility and lack of continuity. They face the problem of 
isolation. Isolation is perhaps something that a coop  suffers from without even realizing it. Members of  multi-house 
systems understand the variety of ways that a coop can operate and that it is really just an organization that is 
defined by the members, whoever they may be. 
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Steps should be taken to maintain the vision of a multi-house cooperative system by building a culture of 
development.  Understanding the real estate market is one means of achieving this culture: at  times the market has 
nothing feasible and then may suddenly offer up  a fantastic building. Establishing a development committee that is 
out there looking at properties and keeping in tune with the market is one means of creating a sense of readiness for 
development.  Other activities the committee can work on is cultivating a relationship with the university and 
researching city and county programs that could benefit the cooperative.  Much of this work is similar to organizing in 
that it involves finding property and building support. 

There are many benefits of expanding from a one-house system into a two-house system or more. One is that it 
creates a local network of coop households that are inextricably tied together. In addition to the friendships the 
network provides, it also functions as a basis for further community involvement. 

Another benefit is affordability: as more buildings are purchased by the cooperative and mortgages are paid-off, the 
equity  is reinvested into the organization making it more affordable. This is often a crucial issue for one-house 
cooperatives that  have purchased their buildings with no equity. Borrowing 100 percent of the funds to purchase the 
building means that the average rent is higher than if the organization had the 20 percent down payment. This makes 
it difficult  to compete with other housing in the private market, even if  the landlord is making a profit. As the coop 
builds a store of equity, reinvests it in the system, and purchases more housing, a system of affordable housing is 
created. 

Growing your coop  system does not have to mean purchasing buildings.  Many coops use a hybrid model for growth, 
where some houses are owned and some are leased, but all share some common resources.  This allows the coop 
to provide housing for more members,  and get a larger profile in the community without having to wait  until tens of 
thousands of dollars are piled up for a down payment.  This also allows each coop  to create its own culture and 
emphasis,  but allows all of the houses to work together to make the goals at the board and general membership  level 
a reality.   By creating several houses, even leased houses, your group  can collect a modest development fee from 
each member to bring closer the day when the coop can buy a property for itself.

Developing more housing also creates a broader funding base that allows the organization to hire staff. Needless to 
say, it  is difficult to run an organization with volunteer labor over an extended period of time, especially as it gets 
larger.  Coordinating recruitment,  finance, maintenance, education, and development with volunteer labor is difficult to 
handle in a stable fashion and often leads to burnout. Hiring a staff  person that is  accountable to the democratic will 
of members creates a more sustainable situation over the long term. Staff members that understand cooperatives 
and can relate to students, activists, or a younger demographic are an excellent solution to the problem of turnover in 
housing cooperatives. 

A final argument in favor of maintaining the spirit of expansion is that it is the mission of  the student cooperative 
movement  to make higher education more economically accessible by lowering costs. At the local level, student 
cooperative organizations should seek to provide as much affordable housing as possible. Many believe that all 
student housing should be run as cooperatives:  students have the right to control their living environments!  This 
holds equally true for community coops based in a non-student community, where all people should have a right to 
livable and affordable housing,  and a chance to be represented in the decisions affecting their homes.  It is the coop!s 
responsibility to expand whenever feasible. 

On the other hand, a valid argument against development is that  as cooperatives become larger, they become 
alienating to the average member. In a one- or two-house system, every member can have input into most the major 
decisions that are made. Everyone knows everyone else. It!s a cozy situation. Many established cooperatives are 
large and complex democratic organizations with a political context  and process all their own. It is easy for the 
average member to feel excluded from the goings-on even if opportunities for involvement are available. 

Most of these organizations were created during the Great Depression and are over 60 years old. Their 
organizational cultures developed without any models to learn from. Cooperatives that got their start during the 1960 
and 70s wave of development or getting their start now are in a position to learn from the histories of their 
predecessors. The challenge of the current  wave of cooperatives is to become a large cooperative, while remaining 
small: to provide as much affordable student  housing as possible and retain a sense of empowerment through 
avenues of member participation. 
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Movement Culture 
Student  and community cooperatives should be also a part of a larger system — the cooperative movement.  The 
problem of isolation is not totally solved by developing more cooperatives at the local level, coop systems should 
network with cooperatives in other areas to learn about different modes of operation. Road trips, e-mail discussion 
groups,  and educational conferences give members the opportunity to interact and share stories,  problems, and 
solutions. 

For cooperatives in student communities, which are affected by the high turnover rate,  a movement culture should be 
incorporated into the education program. When experienced members graduate they are replaced by new ones who 
don!t necessarily know anything about the movement. Cooperative education addresses this problem by providing 
the organization with an avenue to learn about the broader picture and cultivate a movement culture as years go on.

Cooperatives that consider themselves partners in a movement are in a better position to practice the principle of 
cooperatives among cooperatives. Loan money to start-ups and cooperatives in crisis is often the only help  available 
to these ventures, and it is such gestures that make the movement stronger and more widespread. Indeed, it  is only 
as a movement that we can take advantage of the opportunities that the future presents for expansion. As a 
movement, we can achieve the vision of a coop in every community in North America.

What is the Organizer"s 

Handbook? 
The Organizer!s Handbook is a comprehensive guide to creating housing cooperatives in local communities. By 
explaining the cooperative movement, campus organizing,  non-profit incorporation, financing, and housing 
development,  this important resource demystifies a challenging project.  First released in 1991, the Fourth Edition is 
more comprehensive and up-to-date than ever, written with accessible language and an encouraging tone. 

Housing cooperatives are a means of providing affordable housing that incorporates participation into a non-profit 
structure, and which are often used by student communities, or activist  communities attempting to fight rising housing 
costs  or deteriorating neighborhoods.. Coops have provided services on college campuses and in cities throughout 
North America since  the 19th Century and many organizations that were formed during the Great Depression still 
exist today.  By lowering the cost of housing, cooperatives are an integral part of  a grassroots strategy for making 
college more accessible, keeping central neighborhoods accessible to lower income community members, and 
providing experiential education on business or non-profit management and community activism. 

The Organizer!s Handbook is an essential resource for the student or community organizer focusing on housing 
issues.  Furthermore,  it is  an informative and illuminating read for progressive people concerned about affordable 
housing and college accessibility. The handbook is intended people organizing community, student, and even and 
non-housing coops.  Active students, college administrators, faculty, foundations, libraries, concerned citizens,  and 
non-profit organizations will all find the Handbook an excellent addition to their collection of resources. 
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